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FACT FINDING BY NGOs

There are a considerable number of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) engaged in overseeing the implementation of human rights by governments throughout the world. Working at the international and national levels, these organizations function as


unofficial ombudsmen safeguarding human rights against governmental infringement, using such techniques as diplomatic initiatives, reports, public statements, efforts to influence the deliberations of intergovernmental human rights bodies, campaigns to mobilize public opinion, and attempts to affect the foreign policy of some countries with respect to their relations with other countries that regularly commit human rights violations.

If these nongovernmental human rights organizations wish to act effectively and responsibly, they must engage in fact-finding.

manuscript on file with the authors) [hereinafter cited as D. Weissbrodt, Influence of Interest Groups].


The fact-finding methods of these organizations in some ways resemble those of investigative journalists; in other ways, these bodies function in a quasi-adjudicative mode. Human rights organizations usually collect information only at their central offices or secretariats but occasionally send fact-finding missions to perform on-site interviews and observations. The efforts and resources expended to gather information will vary from case to case, depending on how the NGO intends to use the desired data. Information obtained may appear in a mere diplomatic letter of inquiry, or may be published as a report to an international body such as the United Nations or the Organization of American States. NGOs differ significantly in membership, structure, size of staff, financial wherewithal, political focus, and location, but their fact-finding techniques do not vary greatly—except insofar as financial considerations limit their ability to employ expert staff and to send costly missions.

Despite all these differences, NGOs share the same basic purpose: to gather information which can be effectively mustered to influence the implementation of human rights by governments. In order to inspire corrective efforts by governments, human rights organizations must demonstrate that their factual statements are true and thus constitute a reliable basis for remedial governmental policy. Human rights organizations—as with any finder of fact—must pursue reliability through the use of generally accepted


13. Another reason why demonstrably reliable procedures for NGO fact-finding may be important is the potential for the use of such fact-finding in judicial tribunals. For example, an individual bringing a suit for damages against a torturer has a cause of action in the United States under the customary international law of human rights. Filartiga v. Peña-Irala, 630 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980). The findings of an NGO on a State’s use of torture, e.g., AI, Report on Torture (2d ed. 1975), perhaps could be introduced as evidence in such a suit.
procedures and by establishing a reputation for fairness and impartiality. Useful models for NGOs seeking to employ reliable fact-finding techniques may be found in the procedures of certain intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) which over the past century have gained considerable experience with fact-finding as a means of settling international disputes.14

There are, however, significant difficulties in establishing a rigid set of procedural rules for NGO fact-finding—particularly if those rules are derived from IGO fact-finding experience. NGOs undertake factual inquiries under circumstances that often differ from those under which IGOs operate. As compared to IGOs, NGOs have more limited financial resources, fewer commission members, less governmental cooperation, and different objectives. A single set of procedural rules may not adequately cover the many situations in which NGOs establish fact-finding inquiries. Such rigid rules are especially inappropriate when the NGO is providing an early warning mechanism for massive human rights violations. Nevertheless, the considerable fact-finding experience of IGOs should be considered and utilized by NGOs where appropriate.

This article concerns the role and importance of fact-finding by NGOs in the field of human rights. It begins with a basic overview of human rights organizations and their fact-finding work. In Part II, sources of international fact-finding standards are examined and the question of whether these standards are appropriate to the work of NGOs is considered. The procedures of intergovernmental and nongovernmental fact-finding bodies for carrying out the various phases of a fact-finding project are discussed in Part III, along with recommendations that NGOs consider certain procedures for their own fact-finding work. The article concludes with the sugges-
tion that NGOs disclose in their final reports certain information concerning the fact-finding methodology employed during investigations of human rights problems.

I. NGO FACT-FINDING

A. An Overview


21. The International Defense and Aid Fund (Defense and Aid) is headquartered in...
national League for Human Rights, the Minority Rights Group, and the World Peace Council. NGOs collect most of their information by reviewing relevant laws, periodicals and submitted documents, interviewing occasional visitors, and corresponding with informants such as the families and friends of victims, political parties opposing an oppressive regime, and other repressed groups.


place in its central office, an organization may also elect to pursue an on-site investigation of a human rights problem. Over the past twenty years, NGOs have frequently sent fact-finding missions to areas in which human rights violations are alleged to be occurring.29 Some of the missions are mounted to investigate specific human rights situations;30 others are sent to observe trials of substantial international interest.31 For example, during the period 1971-78 Amnesty International established 111 inquiry missions and 76 trial observer missions.32 During the period 1971 through 1976 the International Commission of Jurists sent 42 trial observer missions33 and 14 others.34 Since World War II the International Committee of the Red Cross has sent representatives to visit over


34. Id. at 37-38.
300,000 political detainees in 72 countries.\textsuperscript{35} Between 1952 and 1972 the International Association of Democratic Lawyers sent 115 missions.\textsuperscript{36}

Of course, some sources to which NGOs look for information are more reliable than others. NGOs employ a variety of techniques to determine the accuracy of information supplied to them, such as looking for circumstances which might cause the informant to be biased and testing for inconsistencies by careful questioning. In many cases, NGOs will attempt to corroborate the information acquired through their fact-finding efforts. Statements of an accused government may lend credence to allegations of human rights violations.\textsuperscript{37} Corroboration is also facilitated by exchanges of information among NGOs with different sources of information and areas of expertise.\textsuperscript{38}

NGOs use the results of these fact-finding efforts in different ways. The human rights organization may gather the relevant material and make a diplomatic effort to raise any apparent problem with the offending government.\textsuperscript{39} Persistent silence in response to such NGO requests is often taken by the organizations as significant, if not as tantamount to an admission of guilt.\textsuperscript{40} Governmental replies are carefully analyzed to determine whether they may contain admissions to part or all of the allegations.\textsuperscript{41}

Some organizations, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, stress diplomatic initiatives with governments, although the Red Cross does disseminate information about the places it visits, the number of prisoners seen, and the dates of its

\textsuperscript{35} See International Committee of the Red Cross, \textit{Le CICR, la Lique et la Rapport Tan-}


\textsuperscript{36} International Association of Democratic Lawyers, \textit{Rappel Chronologique des Principales Missions} (undated).


\textsuperscript{38} See Paraguay, Int'l Comm'n Jurists Rev., Dec. 1971, at 13; Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 314; Note, supra note 1, at 488.


\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., Regulations of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, O.A.S. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.17, doc. 26, art. 51(1) (1967); cf. AI, \textit{Political Imprisonment in the People's Republic of China} ix-x (1978) (Although AI did not take silence by the Chinese government as an admission of guilt, it did not publish its report until after the Chinese refused to comment thereon.).

\textsuperscript{41} See, e.g., AI Mission to the Philippines, supra note 29, at 8.
visits.\textsuperscript{42} Other organizations, such as Amnesty International, the International Commission of Jurists, and the International League for Human Rights, put the results of their fact-finding efforts to use through a wide range of techniques: (1) diplomatic contacts,\textsuperscript{43} (2) limited or massive letter-writing campaigns,\textsuperscript{44} (3) issuance of limited circulation reports,\textsuperscript{46} (4) distribution of press releases,\textsuperscript{46} (5) publication of detailed reports in pamphlet or book format,\textsuperscript{47} (6) printing of brief statements in organization periodicals\textsuperscript{48} or annual reports,\textsuperscript{49} (7) filing of communications with or lobbying international human rights bodies,\textsuperscript{50} (8) testimony before United Nations


\textsuperscript{44}AI conducted an El Salvador campaign during October-December 1978. See AI, El Salvador Campaign Circular 1: Campaign Outline (July 5, 1978); AI, 1978 El Salvador Campaign: Report and Evaluation (May 14, 1979). See also note 8 supra & accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{45}AI often distributes material marked “INTERNAL (for AI members only).”


\textsuperscript{48}Amnesty International has several periodicals, including Amnesty Action and Amnesty International Newsletter. The International Commission of Jurists Review contains a section entitled “Human Rights in the World,” as well as commentaries and articles. See also Human Rights Bulletin (published by the International League for Human Rights), and Flash (published by the World Confederation of Labor).


organs\textsuperscript{51} and national legislative bodies,\textsuperscript{52} (9) lobbying certain governments to raise human rights issues with other governments,\textsuperscript{53} (10) lobbying governments or corporations to take trade, aid, or other measures against violating nations,\textsuperscript{54} and (11) a combination of these and other techniques.\textsuperscript{55}

The way an organization uses the results of its fact-finding will depend less upon the reliability of its fact-finding procedures than it will upon the financial and organizational strength of the NGO. For example, with a staff of two or three in New York and with relatively independent affiliates in thirty countries, the International League for Human Rights can issue press releases, distribute reports to a limited number of people, and monitor events at the United Nations, but it cannot always engage in the range of activi-


\textsuperscript{55} An example of action involving a combination of techniques is the Amnesty International 1978 Argentina campaign. The objective of the campaign was to highlight human rights violations in Argentina in conjunction with the June 1978 World Cup Soccer Championship played in that country. The techniques included media coverage of the human rights situation, public meetings, demonstrations, enlisting the support of the soccer players, and bringing pressure upon the Argentinian government from a wide range of groups. AI, 1978 Argentina Campaign: Report and Evaluation (May 4, 1979).
ties open to NGOs with more members and resources. The Anti-Slavery Society and the International Association of Democratic Lawyers, among many others, are similarly limited in their activities. Some organizations lack the finances even to attempt original fact-finding work and instead rely entirely upon data gathered by other NGOs. Nevertheless, most NGOs engage in fact-finding and their credibility depends in large measure upon the reliability of the facts obtained through such efforts. The reliability of an NGO’s information depends, in turn, on the methods used to obtain such information.

B. Should NGOs Adopt Formal Fact-Finding Procedures? —Some Considerations

NGOs have not formally adopted any standard procedure for fact-finding. A paragraph or two is sometimes found in the introduction to a report outlining some aspect of the procedures used. A reference to an evidentiary standard may arise in the narrative of events and the schedule of an on-site visit may, on occasion, be described. Some NGOs are so devoid of expertise, time, and resources that they lack the ability to develop any regular procedures. Instead, they live from press release to hastily drawn report, without time for methodology. This lack of uniform fact-finding procedures is a problem because much of the monitoring and reporting of human rights violations in the world is done by NGOs.

56. See Wiseberg & Scoble, The International League, supra note 23, at 308.
57. See D. Weissbrodt, Influence of Interest Groups, supra note 3, at 31.
60. See Bizerta Report, supra note 59, at 5-8.

Most NGO human rights fact-finding has concentrated on civil and political rights, but violations of economic, social, and cultural rights also require factual investigation. See Al-
In determining the extent to which they ought to establish regular fact-finding procedures, NGOs must take into account several competing considerations. On the one hand, fact-finding procedures may add to the respect NGO findings will be accorded by criticized governments, intergovernmental human rights bodies, and by world public opinion. Furthermore, use of a standard set of procedures may ensure that results obtained by different offices and missions within the same organization will be consistent and comparable. Fact-finding guidelines may also assist the NGO in obtaining the cooperation of governments and witnesses to the extent they can be assured of being treated fairly.

On the other hand, strict fact-finding rules may impede the NGO in reaching the sorts of conclusions necessary in certain situations, where the NGO "knows" human rights violations are occurring, but cannot "prove" them. It is not enough that an organization's intentions are laudable; it must also reach concrete factual conclusions. If the procedures prevent conclusions and thus action in too many cases, the NGO ultimately will lose adherents and influence. There are instances where access to first-hand information is so limited that neither general nor particular allegations of

63. See Franck & Cherkis, supra note 62, at 1523-24 (1967). It has been argued that when a State refuses to cooperate in an inquiry, which is the usual case, "the enquiry is condemned in advance to lose the character of an objective investigation." Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 204. Under these circumstances, it is important to have procedures which will guarantee impartiality and thoroughness.

64. Amnesty International's Urgent Action Network handles this type of situation. See, e.g., AI, Amnesty International Handbook 15-16 (1977); AI USA, Companion to the Amnesty International Handbook 5 (2d ed. 1979). Urgent action appeals, pleas by AI to the allegedly offending government to take immediate action, are frequently used in emergency situations where there is an imminent risk of torture or execution. Often there is not time for AI to obtain definite "proof" as most tortures and deaths occur within hours or days of an individual's arrest. See, e.g., AI, Urgent Action Notice (Apr. 26, 1979) (kidnapping and detention of six persons in Mar del Plata, Argentina); AI, Campaign for the Abolition of Torture, Urgent Action Notice (July 11, 1977) (abduction of Father Silva Iribarne-Garay in Buenos Aires).
human rights violations can be proven with the desired exactitude. In this type of situation, a quasi-judicial model of fact-finding would hamstring NGO activity. A human rights NGO does not serve its underlying purpose by responding with silence to allegations of torture or illegal detention because its investigation fails to meet a judicial standard of proof.

Moreover, fact-finding procedures might limit the sort of flexibility upon which NGOs have come to rely, particularly in situations in which life and liberty are endangered. For example, if a rule were established prohibiting comment by a mission upon a human rights problem while the mission remained in the country under investigation, the mission members might feel constrained to avoid comment even though lives could be saved. A government might use such a procedural guideline to exploit even the most innocent remark by an NGO mission member as a pretext for expulsion. Similarly, procedures requiring that information be received only in open session at which the government is represented might seriously hamper a mission's work. Indeed, even a procedural guideline requiring the mission to identify sources of information would discourage communications from repressed groups or might expose witnesses to a greater risk of retaliation.

Ignoring these difficulties, the International Law Association at its 1980 meeting in Belgrade adopted “by consensus a set of minimal procedures to protect the integrity of human rights fact-finding by nongovernmental organizations.” The rules were based upon a study prepared by Thomas Franck and Scott Fairley of New York University. It is remarkable that these proposed

---

67. See, e.g., Al, Rules to be Observed by All Persons Charged with Attending Trials or Carrying Out Other Missions on Behalf of Amnesty International, rule 7 (Dec. 16, 1975).
70. Id. at 163 n.1; Franck & Fairley, Procedural Due Process in Human Rights Fact-find-
"rules" for nongovernmental organizations were founded upon a study which deals almost exclusively with the fact-finding experience of intergovernmental organizations. The study fails to note the unique problems facing NGOs that are set forth above. While the International Law Association is an NGO itself, it lacks substantial experience in fact-finding. Neither the Franck-Fairley study nor the Belgrade Rules appear to recognize the significant difficulties in imposing rigid procedural prescriptions upon the fact-finding work of NGOs.

To make matters worse, Franck and Fairley adopt, in significant respects, an unfortunately narrow, adversarial model that does not fit much of the fact-finding efforts of intergovernmental organizations, any more than it suits the efforts of NGOs. Franck and Fairley draw a useless distinction between prosecutorial marshalling of evidence—about which they have little to suggest—and adjudicative fact-finding limited by numerous safeguards. Such a distinction faithfully reflects the contrast between the roles of the prosecutor and the judge in the United States. But it also reflects a failure to understand the efforts of most international fact-finding bodies. For example, how could one classify under the Franck and Fairley dichotomy the fact-finding role of the many experts who make direct contacts with governments for the U.N., the International Labor Organization or NGOs?

The Belgrade Rules evidence a slight improvement over the limits of the Franck-Fairley study, but still bear far too much of an adversarial bias. For instance, the Belgrade Rules in most situations mandate public testimony with an opportunity for questioning by the State involved. Even if the organization obtains the assurances of protection for witnesses, which the Belgrade Rules propose, such an opportunity for questioning by States is not "ordinary," but rare for IGO fact-finding and almost without precedent for NGOs. The realities facing NGO fact-finding and the

---

71. Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 310.
73. Although the Belgrade Rules in one provision appear to afford the State concerned ample opportunity to confront complaining witnesses, id., at 164, rule 14, thereby chilling communications from repressed groups, the Rules also suggest that "[t]he factfinding mission may withhold information which, in its judgment, may jeopardize the safety or well-being of those giving testimony, or of third parties, or which in its opinion is likely to reveal sources." Id., rule 17.
74. See notes 411-18 & 439-49 infra & accompanying text.
risks to informants make such a requirement appear naive. Furthermore, it is inappropriate to propose an adversarial model wherein only the State is represented. Human rights victims will not be represented and the fact-finding commission cannot adopt the passive role of a judge in a common law system.

From the foregoing considerations, it is clear that NGOs might benefit from the adoption of certain fact-finding rules, but should be left free to choose those procedures they wish to follow, so as to leave intact that flexibility and freedom of action vital to an NGO's work. There are quite a few procedural models, primarily in use by governmental bodies, from which to choose. Hence, it might be helpful to examine briefly these models and the organizations which employ them, and to discuss the appropriateness of applying governmental fact-finding rules to the work of an NGO. Further, there is much in the Belgrade Rules that may be taken as a distillation of the experience of intergovernmental fact-finding and thus may be useful for NGOs to study and adopt, where practicable.

II. SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL FACT-FINDING STANDARDS

Assuming that it is appropriate to suggest some procedural principles for NGO fact-finding or at least to compare NGO reports with the extant standards, it must be determined which set of standards should be applied. Since NGOs have not developed discernable standard fact-finding practices, one has very little choice but to refer to the standards based on the experience of governments and IGOs, such as the Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, the United Nations model rules for human rights bodies, and the International Labor Organization rules.

A. The Hague Convention of 1907: The First International Fact-Finding Standard

The Hague Convention of 1907 is one of the most thorough codifications of procedures for bilateral inquiry strictly limited to fact-finding.75 The Hague Convention of 1907 provides that a commission of inquiry can be constituted only by an agreement be-

---

between two disputing States. The Convention envisioned that inquiry would be limited to investigation of disputes "arising from a difference of opinion on points of fact" but "involving neither honor nor vital interests." The exact nature of the inquiry is left to negotiation between the disputing States who together determine the composition of the commission, the powers of the commissioners, the facts to be examined, when and where the commission will sit, which languages will be used and any other rules of procedure the States wish to impose. In order to encourage the use of inquiry, the 1907 Hague Convention provided model rules of procedure governing the nomination by the parties of special agents or counsel, the communication of statements of facts and documents by each party, requests by the commission for information, the production of witnesses, the examination of witnesses, the secrecy of the commission meetings, the closure of the proceedings, the majority vote and right to dissent, the public reading of the decision, and the allocation of expenses. The narrow scope of "inquiry" conceived by the Hague Convention is re-emphasized by the provision in article 35 that the "report of the Commission is limited to a statement of facts, and has in no way the character of an Award."

Even though use of the Hague model for inquiry was limited to several naval disputes, the Hague Convention continues to serve as a model of procedure for inquiry commissions that undertake to make recommendations as well as find facts. The functional lim-

77. Id. art. 9.
78. Id. arts. 10, 12, 45, 57.
79. Id. art. 14.
80. Id. art. 19.
81. Id. art. 22.
82. Id. arts. 23-25.
83. Id. arts. 26-28.
84. Id. art. 30.
85. Id. art. 32.
86. Id. art. 35.
87. See id. art. 33.
88. Id. art. 34.
89. Id. art. 36.
90. Id. art. 35.
92. See generally N. Bar-Yaacov, supra note 14, at 109-246; W. Shore, supra note 14, at
its of these commissions, even if expanded beyond inquiry to include mediation and conciliation, continue to be determined by the disputing State parties in accord with article 10 of the Hague Convention. 93

B. The United Nations Fact-Finding Rules

A second form of inquiry has been developed by the League of Nations, 94 the United Nations 95 and other IGOs. 96 When inquiry is undertaken by international organizations, the appointment of a commission does not depend on joint initiative of the parties to a dispute. 97 The State requesting an inquiry by the organization

---

93. W. Shore, supra note 14, at 15-22, 32-36. The voluntary resort to enquiry by a party State and the non-binding character of the commission finding under the Hague rules are inappropriate to human rights investigation. "To conform to such rules of procedure would be tantamount to a concession that human rights are purely a domestic matter . . . . " Kaufman, supra note 91, at 743.


97. The departure by international organizations from the Hague bilateral approach to inquiry is clearly illustrated in the establishment by the U.N. General Assembly of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories. G.A. Res. 2443, 23 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 18) at 50, U.N. Doc. A/RES/2443, at 2 (1969). Not only did the State under investigation have no hand in the formation of the Committee, but the Committee was composed of two States that had no diplomatic relations with Israel and one State whose relations with Israel were limited. Id.
need not be directly harmed or even a party to the dispute. In fact, since the subject State has only indirect and often very little control over the membership, terms of reference, and mode of operation of the commission, the consent and cooperation of subject States have not regularly been required for the establishment of inquiry commissions. Nevertheless, the subject State may be consulted and have some influence on how the inquiry proceeds.

The League of Nations, acting under the impetus of the Bryan Treaties, expanded the role of fact-finding commissions to include conciliation, provided for the mandatory submission of disputes to inquiry, and authorized the publication of the conciliation commission's report. These procedural developments reflected a modification of the traditional concept of State sovereignty by recognizing collective responsibility for the maintenance of peace. Inquiry no longer served merely to settle facts disputed by two States, but also to provide a basis for collective action by international bodies. In fact, the initiation of fact-finding and the publication of a report became in themselves the most important action of the international body.

---

98. See N. Bar-Yaacov, supra note 14, at 292; W. Shore, supra note 14, at 50-60.
99. See, e.g., Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 188; van Boven, supra note 14, at 107-15. Although the League of Nations enquiry commissions were never appointed without the consent of the concerned parties, see W. Shore, supra note 14, at 25, the U.N. has conducted extended enquiries in South Africa, Israel, and Chile over the objections of those governments. Communications regarding human rights violations may be made under Economic and Social Council Resolution 1503, E.S.C. Res. 1503, 48 U.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. 1A) at 8, U.N. Doc. E/4832/Add.1 (1970), but the express consent of the concerned State must be obtained before they can be the subject of thorough on-site investigations. Direct contacts by a U.N. official with the government of the concerned State under resolution 1503 have permitted some related fact-finding. E.g., Study of the Human Rights Situation in Equatorial Guinea, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/1371, Annex I (1980); see notes 159 & 164-65 infra & accompanying text.

The ILO's experience in fact-finding demonstrates the crippling effect of a consent requirement. The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on Freedom of Association has had only five cases referred to it in over 20 years because government consent was required. The Governing Body's Committee on Freedom of Association, which can investigate complaints from any country regardless of consent, has handled over 850 complaints since 1951.


100. See W. Shore, supra note 14, at 19-22; Franck & Cherkis, supra note 62, at 1492-93; Secretary General's Report, supra note 14, at 29-33.
101. See W. Shore, supra note 14, at 134-35.
102. See W. Shore, supra note 14, at 137. The international community, including the League of Nations and the United Nations, has been slow to proceed from fact-finding to
Inquiries have been undertaken by the United Nations pursuant to article 13 of the U.N. Charter, which provides that the General Assembly “shall initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of . . . the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms.” Article 14 states that “the General Assembly may recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation. . . .” Article 34 authorizes the Security Council to “investigate any dispute, or any situation which might lead to international friction or give rise to a dispute.” U.N. inquiry has thus come to be used not only to settle disputes between two States, but to adjust “situations” existing within single countries. The scope of inquiry has also been expanded occasionally to include an investigation of all aspects of a dispute—legal, political, or factual—and the formulation of recommendations in addition to findings.

The General Assembly, the Security Council, the Secretary-General, and the U.N. Commission on Human Rights have undertaken fact-finding primarily on an ad hoc basis. Some U.N.

coorcive action. See D. Weissbrodt, Case Studies of Trade and Aid Sanctions 1-7 (1979).
104. Id. art. 14.
105. Id. (emphasis added); see W. Shore, supra note 14, at 100-03.
106. See generally Secretary-General’s Report, supra note 14, at 65-127.
107. See notes 519-41 infra & accompanying text; see, e.g., W. Shore, supra note 14, at 50-51, 57-58, 60.
110. Id. at 122-27.
112. The International Court of Justice has also engaged in fact-finding on an ad hoc basis. The Permanent Court of International Justice undertook an on-site visit in The Division of Water from the Meuse, 1937 P.C.I.J., Ser. A/B, No. 70, at 9. See also I.C.J. Stat. art. 22, para. 1; 1 L. Gross, The Future of the International Court of Justice 65 (1976); Hudson, Visits by International Tribunals to Places Concerned in Proceedings 31 Am. J.
commissions of inquiry have adopted written procedures modeled on the rules of their parent bodies and previous commissions, while some commissions have relied on no written rules. The U.N. Fact-Finding Mission to South Vietnam was an ad hoc commission that adopted 21 rules of procedure and described in detail the method of its operation. The rules adopted dealt with the duties of officers, quorum and voting requirements, the terms of reference, the type of evidence that would be admitted, the manner of accepting petitions, the process of hearing witnesses, the conduct of on-the-spot investigations and the authority of commission members to make public statements.

In 1970 the Secretary-General issued Draft Model Rules of fact-finding procedure for U.N. bodies dealing with violations of human rights. Although these Draft Model Rules were adopted in 1974 in substantially abbreviated form by the U.N. Economic and Social Council, they have been used by the Ad Hoc Working Group on

---

Int'l L. 696 (1937); Jessup, Foreword to D. Sandifer, Evidence Before International Tribunals, at xi-xii (rev. ed. 1975); Leurdijk, supra note 92, at 143-44.

113. See Report of the Economic and Social Council: Protection of Human Rights in Chile, U.N. Doc. A/10285 at 15-17, 94-100 (1975); Secretary-General's Report, supra note 14, at 80 (U.N. Temporary Commission on Korea); id. at 76 (U.N. Special Committee on Palestine).

114. See J. Carey, supra note 95, at 96-98, 111; Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 192; Carey, U.N. Scrutiny, supra note 95, at 532-33.


117. Id. rules 7-11.

118. Id. rules 12-13.

119. Id. rules 13-14.

120. Id. rules 17-18.

121. Id. rules 19-20.

122. Id. rules 15-16.

123. Id. rule 21.


Chile as the basis for rules of procedure and will probably serve as the framework for rules of future fact-finding commissions. The 25 Draft Model Rules are divided into eleven sections covering applicability, constitution of the ad hoc body, agenda of meetings, officers, secretariat, languages, voting and conduct of business, cooperation with member States, oral and written testimony and other sources of information, records, and reports. The rules allow a commission to make recommendations and issue a minority report. They also permit the concerned State to submit evidence to appoint a representative, and to put questions to witnesses, but they do not allow the State to make recommendations for the agenda or to place obstacles in the way of the attendance of witnesses. Consent of the concerned State is required for the ad hoc body to enter that State. All evidence is admissible, although its use is subject to the discretion of the commission. Witnesses are placed under oath and commission members swear to perform their duties "honourably, faithfully, impartially and conscientiously." A hearing may be conducted by one or more members.

C. The International Labor Organization Fact-Finding Procedures

The International Labor Organization (ILO) has several fact-
finding bodies, each with its own set of procedural rules and/or practices.\footnote{137}

1. **Supervision of the Application of Ratified Conventions**

Under article 22 of the ILO Constitution, member States are required to prepare reports on their compliance with certain conventions that they have ratified.\footnote{138} These reports are reviewed initially by ILO Secretariat staff in light of relevant national legislation, judicial decisions, and all other information available in writing at the Secretariat.\footnote{139} No oral testimony is taken nor are on-site visits made. The government reports and ILO staff analyses are examined by the twenty-member Committee of Experts,\footnote{140} which may request more detailed information from the government.\footnote{141} Upon receipt of the government’s further response, or if there is a lack thereof, the Committee of Experts makes a further request for information or publishes in a report its observations on problems of compliance with the convention at issue.\footnote{142}

At the request or with the consent of the government concerned, the Director-General may appoint a representative to pursue direct contacts with a government concerning the application of international labor standards and to report back to the Committee of Ex-


140. The Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations was initially established in 1926. See E. Landy, The Effectiveness of International Supervision 19-34 (1966).

141. ILO Manual, supra note 139, at 19.

142. Id. at 18-20.
The government may respond to observations. The Conference Committee on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations regularly examines a selection of cases drawn from those on which the Committee of Experts has published observations and the Conference Committee's report is then examined by the full ILO Conference pursuant to article 23 of the Constitution. These procedures have resulted in numerous changes in national law necessary to bring States into compliance with ILO standards.

The ILO Constitution provides for two kinds of filings that set in motion contentious proceedings concerning the application of a ratified Convention: representations and complaints. Under articles 24 and 25, any workers' or employers' organization may file a representation with the International Labor Office alleging that a member State has failed to observe any Convention to which it is a party. The ILO Governing Body may invite the government to respond. If no response is forthcoming or if the government statement is unsatisfactory, the Governing Body may publish the representation and any government response. This procedure has only been used fifteen times in the history of the ILO and apparently does not afford an opportunity for use of the more sophisticated fact-finding techniques employed under other ILO procedures.


147. For ILO actions regarding past representations, see, e.g., 1 International Labour Office, International Labour Code 1951, at 761-62 n.16 (Japan, 1924); id. at 762 n.16 (Latvia, 1930); 2 id. at 1096-97 3 n.662 (India, 1935); id. at 43-45 n.30 (India, 1936-37); id. at 687-88 n.12 (Estonia, 1937-39); id. at 1097 n.662 (Mauritius, 1937); 39 I.L.O. Off. Bull. 120-27 (1956) (Netherlands, 1955); 50 I.L.O. Off. Bull. 267-68 (1967) (Brazil, 1965-66); 55 I.L.O. Off. Bull. 125-49 (1972) (Italy, 1970-71); International Labour Office, Report of the Committee set up to Consider the Representation Presented by the International Confederation of
Under article 26 of the ILO Constitution, any member State of the ILO has the right to file a complaint if it is not satisfied that any other member is securing the effective observance of any convention which both States have ratified. Article 26 provides for the appointment of a Commission of Inquiry to consider the complaint and to report thereon. Although article 26 has been used very few times in the history of the ILO, the ILO Constitution contains a series of interesting procedural rules for its implementation. These rules require that member States cooperate, that the Commission state its conclusions and recommendations, and that parties indicate whether they accept the recommendations. The rules also allow for appeal to the International Court of Justice and empower the ILO to take action in case of failure to implement the recommendations.

2. The Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association

Another significant ILO fact-finding procedure was established in 1951 under the Committee on Freedom of Association, which is a tripartite body of nine members from the ILO Governing Body. The Committee has largely replaced the procedures for...
investigating complaints under article 26,\footnote{156} and the proposed revision of the Standing Orders concerning articles 24 and 25\footnote{157} specifically provides that representations dealing with trade union rights should be referred to this body. The Committee examines complaints against any country, regardless of whether that country has ratified the freedom of association conventions or consented to the investigation.\footnote{158} The Committee conducts hearings and undertakes on-site visits\footnote{159} and has been able to examine more than 850 cases.\footnote{160} The Committee’s procedure calls for the complaint to be communicated to the government concerned, so that the government may comment. Complainants are then often asked for comments on the government’s response if further information is needed. The Committee may also seek more information from the government itself.\footnote{161} The Committee considers the allegations, replies or lack thereof, and the documentary evidence and then submits its conclusions and recommendations to the Governing Body for adoption.\footnote{162} Its reports are published.\footnote{163}

In urgent cases or where the Committee encounters difficulty in obtaining government responses,\footnote{164} the direct contacts procedure may be utilized. Under this procedure, a representative of the ILO Director-General is sent to the country for discussion with the government (if the government will consent),\footnote{165} and to transmit to the appropriate authorities the concern underlying the complaint, to obtain the government’s reaction, to explain the procedures and principles involved, to appraise the situation giving rise to the

\footnotesize

\footnotetext{156. For a discussion of the procedure under art. 26, see notes 148-54 supra & accompanying text.} 
\footnotetext{157. For a discussion of the procedure under arts. 24 & 25, see note 147 supra & accompanying text.} 
\footnotetext{158. ILO Principles, supra note 155, at 9-10.} 
\footnotetext{159. Id. at 9.} 
\footnotetext{160. Id. at 10.} 
\footnotetext{162. International Labour Office, Outline of the Existing Procedure for the Examination of Complaints Alleging Infringements of Trade Union Rights, I.L.O. Doc. GB/LS/March 1977, at 8 (1977).} 
\footnotetext{164. 193d Report, supra note 161, at 5-6.} 
complaint, to encourage further response from the government, and to report back to the committee.\textsuperscript{166}

In two of its earliest cases and in regard to recent complaints against Uruguay, the Committee has heard separate oral presentations of government representatives and of the complaining international labor organizations.\textsuperscript{167} The Committee evidently intends to hear such oral presentations more frequently in the future.\textsuperscript{168}

3. \textit{The Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on Freedom of Association}

Yet another major ILO fact-finding procedure was established in 1950 and 1951 under the aegis of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on Freedom of Association,\textsuperscript{169} which examines complaints about the infringement of trade union rights.\textsuperscript{170} This procedure can be invoked whether or not the country has ratified the relevant Conventions. Proceedings may even be commenced against nations which are not members of the ILO.\textsuperscript{171} Fact-finding

\textsuperscript{166}. ILO Principles, supra note 155, at 9.
\textsuperscript{167}. 193d Report, supra note 161, at 6-7.
\textsuperscript{168}. Id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{171}. ILO Principles, supra note 155, at 8; Valticos, La Commission d'Investigation et de Conciliation en Matière de Liberté Syndicale et le Mécanisme de Protection Internationale
and conciliation panels are normally composed of three independent persons appointed by the ILO Governing Body172 and authorized to make direct contact with governments in order to pursue an adjustment of difficulties through agreement.173

The methodology of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission is modeled upon the infrequently used ILO procedures for Commissions of Inquiry on complaints by States under article 26 of the ILO Constitution.174 Matters may be referred to the Commission by the ILO Governing Body, on the recommendation of the Committee on Freedom of Association,175 and the request of the Government,176 or by the U.N. Economic and Social Council.177

Upon referral, the Commission may adopt its own rules of procedure, but ordinarily it first requests information from the government and the complainants, as well as from international and national organizations of workers and of employers.178 The Commission's staff then prepares an analysis of the relevant national legislation, the information submitted by the parties, and other relevant documentation. Thereafter, the Commission takes testimony of witnesses for the parties in hearings in Geneva at which


172. See, e.g., Japan Report, supra note 170, at 2.
175. See Japan Report, supra note 170, at 1-2; Chile Report, supra note 170, at 5.
177. See, e.g., Lesotho Report, supra note 170.
representatives of the government and complainant are present.\textsuperscript{179} In most cases the Commission then requests the government to provide facilities for an on-site visit and to make assurances that witnesses will not be subjected to any form of sanction or coercion.\textsuperscript{180}

During an on-site visit, the Commission may meet with the parties in closed session\textsuperscript{181} at which it may hear witnesses in private and under oath. Witnesses are excluded from the session except when giving testimony.\textsuperscript{182} Before testifying, each witness is informed of the Commission's terms of reference.\textsuperscript{183} Members of the Commission and representatives of the parties may question witnesses, subject to the Commission's control.\textsuperscript{184}

During on-site visits, members of the Commission may also undertake physical inspections, may meet with individuals,\textsuperscript{185} make provisional recommendations to the parties, and make a statement to the press.\textsuperscript{186} The Commission then proceeds to draft its final report which contains factual findings and published material,\textsuperscript{187} states conclusions, and makes recommendations for the solution of the problems presented.\textsuperscript{188} The final report is presented to the Governing Body and is published.\textsuperscript{189} In some cases follow-up efforts may be undertaken.\textsuperscript{190}

4. Studies

A fourth category of fact-finding by the ILO involves studies of general world labor conditions. These studies are undertaken without on-site visits but are based on all the material available to the

\textsuperscript{179} ILO Principles, supra note 155, at 8.
\textsuperscript{180} Id.
\textsuperscript{182} See, e.g., Japan Report, supra note 170, at 20-21. Further, the Commission usually excludes testimony irrelevant to the complaints under scrutiny. Id.
\textsuperscript{183} Id. at 21.
\textsuperscript{184} Id. at 21-22.
\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 24.
\textsuperscript{186} Id. at 25.
\textsuperscript{187} Id. at 28.
\textsuperscript{188} Id. at 25-27.
\textsuperscript{189} See authorities cited in note 170 supra.
\textsuperscript{190} See Chile Report, supra note 170, at 8.
FACT FINDING BY NGOs

ILO, including the results of questionnaires and country reports. The studies are published, are usually quite detailed, and often make reference to national laws and practices which may not comply with international labor standards. An ILO study group on one occasion was invited by the Spanish government to visit the country and to perform a study of the trade union situation there.

D. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has a procedure for on-site fact-finding that it has begun to use more frequently in recent years. At the request of a member State, an individual complainant, or any of the principal organs of the Organization of American States (the General Assembly, the Permanent Council, or a Meeting of Consultation), the Commission may seek permission from a State to undertake an observation "in loco." In addition, the Commission can, on its own initiative, decide by majority vote to request permission for an on-site mission to investigate possible human rights violations. The Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights arguably empowers the Commission to make on-site visits in connection with

---


194. Norris, supra note 14, passim.

its authority "to examine communications submitted to it and any other available information deemed pertinent by the Commission; and to make recommendations, when it deems this appropriate, with the objective of bringing about more effective observance of fundamental human rights."\textsuperscript{196} Although the Commission requires the consent or the invitation of a government to conduct an on-site observation,\textsuperscript{187} the government's refusal to grant consent does not prevent the Commission from preparing a report and issuing public statements that may embarrass the government.\textsuperscript{188}

Once the Commission has obtained the consent of the State for on-site observation, the Commission is governed by broad rules of inquiry.\textsuperscript{189} The Commission chooses the members of the special commission that will conduct the on-site investigation.\textsuperscript{200} Before a visit, the special commission and its staff may consult with the government and various human rights organizations about whom the special commission should interview while in the country under investigation. The special commission can interview witnesses without the presence of government officials,\textsuperscript{201} can travel freely in the territory of the consenting country,\textsuperscript{202} is given access to all jails and other detention centers to conduct private interviews with persons sentenced or detained,\textsuperscript{203} is able to utilize any appropriate method for obtaining the information they request,\textsuperscript{204}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{197} Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Resolution on On-Site Observations, reprinted in OAS Handbook, supra note 195, at 42-43 (adopted at the 42nd session of the Commission, held Oct. 31-Nov. 12, 1977) [hereinafter cited as Resolution on On-Site Observations]. But cf. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 18 (stating that the fact-finding mission should independently determine the need for on-site inspection; the rule makes no reference to obtaining consent from the government concerned).
\item \textsuperscript{198} Norris, supra note 14, at 94 (draft). See generally authorities cited in note 193 supra.
\item \textsuperscript{200} Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Regulations Regarding On-Site Observations art. 1, O.A.S. Doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.35, doc. 4 rev. 1 (1975) reprinted in OAS Handbook, supra note 195, at 41; Resolution on On-Site Observations, supra note 197, rule 1 (a).
\item \textsuperscript{201} Resolution on On-Site Observations, supra note 197, rule 1(b).
\item \textsuperscript{202} Id. rule 1(c).
\item \textsuperscript{203} Id. rule 1(e). See also Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 165, rule 21.
\item \textsuperscript{204} Resolution on On-Site Observations, supra note 197, rule 1(g).
\end{itemize}
and must be provided by the government with documents or information necessary for the preparation of its report.\textsuperscript{205} Although the Rules of the Commission do not so require, it appears to be the practice of the special commission to interview witnesses without the use of an oath. Even though the special commission doesn't recognize parties, as such, in its fact-finding procedures, it may initiate private interviews with government representatives and with domestic human rights organizations.

After the on-site investigation is completed, the special commission will present its report to the Commission and to the government prior to publication.\textsuperscript{206} The government is given time to respond to the report.\textsuperscript{207} The Commission may include the government's response in the published report.\textsuperscript{208}

The Inter-American Commission also has a procedure for the receipt of individual human rights complaints, for obtaining responses from governments, and for making determinations on the complaints.\textsuperscript{209} In addition, the Inter-American Commission may promptly bring emergency cases to the attention of governments.\textsuperscript{210} These procedures are based entirely upon materials brought to the attention of the Inter-American Commission and do not ordinarily involve any oral presentation or on-site visits, although individual complaints sometimes are resolved through on-site visits arranged in response to a more general concern about human rights in a country.\textsuperscript{211} For example, during its visit to a prison in El Salvador, the Inter-American Commission was able to verify complaints that certain individuals had been secretly detained by finding their names or initials inscribed on the doors of

\textsuperscript{205} Id. rule 1(f).

\textsuperscript{206} See Norris, supra note 14, at 88.

\textsuperscript{207} Id.


cells where they had been held. 212

E. The European Commission on Human Rights

The European Convention on Human Rights 213 establishes procedures for the receipt of petitions from States and individuals concerning the violation of human rights. 214 The European Commission on Human Rights is responsible for considering the admissibility and ascertaining the facts underlying the numerous individual petitions it receives. 215 The Commission relies primarily upon the petition and information supplied by the parties, 216 but after finding a petition to be admissible, 217 it may undertake its investigation in any way it deems necessary, such as by hearing witnesses, examining documents, or visiting any locality. 218 In any oral hearing, the Commission may put questions to the parties and witnesses through its President or his delegate; with the President's leave, Commission members may also question parties and witnesses directly. 219 The Commission rules also provide for witness summonses, oaths, verbatim records of hearings, the appointment of a rapporteur, the form of the report, voting (including the expression of separate opinions in the report), and appeals to the European Court of Human Rights or the Committee of Ministers. 220

Article 28 of the European Convention requires the signatory


214. European Convention, supra note 213, art. 24 (complaints by States); id. art. 25 (individual petitions).

215. Id. art. 27; see European Commission on Human Rights, Bringing an Application Before the European Commission on Human Rights, in 3 Council of Europe, Case-Law Topics 1 (rev. 1974) [hereinafter cited as Bringing an Application].

216. European Convention, supra note 213, art. 28(a); A. Robertson, supra note 96, at 172.


219. European Rules, supra note 218, rules 31, 34.

States to furnish the Commission with “all necessary facilities, after an exchange of views with the Commission,”221 for any inquiry that might be undertaken. Accordingly, the European countries which are parties to the Convention have given consent in advance to any visits that the Commission may require for an investigation, subject only to a requirement of “an exchange of views,” that is, prior consultation.222 For example, a sub-commission visited Cyprus in January of 1958 to investigate an application by Greece against Britain concerning human rights violations that allegedly occurred while Cyprus was still a British colony.223 Similarly, a sub-commission selected to investigate allegations by a German prisoner of inhuman treatment heard the prisoner’s testimony in Berlin and visited the prison with the full cooperation of the government.224

F. The Belgrade Rules

Intergovernmental human rights organizations developed and use the procedural models discussed in the previous sections. NGOs cannot simply adopt these procedures wholesale because NGO objectives, structures, and range of fact-finding efforts differ from those of IGOs. In 1980 the International Law Association met in Belgrade and adopted by consensus a set of rules ostensibly designed specifically for NGO use. The rules resulted from a study of fact-finding by IGOs that revealed “departures from the fundamental norms of due process.”225 The International Law Association perceived a need for an expressed standard of fairness “to encourage states to cooperate with fact-finding missions and to contribute to the credibility of the facts found.”226

221. European Convention, supra note 213, art. 28(a).
222. See A. Robertson, supra note 96, at 172-73.
224. A. Robertson, supra note 96, at 175; see Council of Europe, The Zeidler-Kornmann Case (1968).
225. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163. For the substance of this study, see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, passim.
226. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163. In their article Franck and Fairley focus on credibility as the rationale for stricter fact-finding procedures. Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 310.
The Belgrade Rules cover five areas of concern: (1) terms of reference, (2) selection of fact-finders, (3) collection of evidence, (4) the on-site investigation, and (5) the final stage—preliminary findings, the report, and the publication of the report. The rules appear mainly concerned with purging fact-finding missions of all hints of prejudice against the State under investigation. The adversarial model serves as a vehicle for reaching this goal.

The rules require the terms of reference to be objective, consistent with the establishing instrument of the sending organization, unprejudiced as to the issues to be investigated, and specific as to the subject of the investigation. Further, "[t]he resolution authorizing the mission should not prejudice the mission's work and findings." The rules direct NGOs to select fact-finders "who are respected for their integrity, impartiality, competence and objectivity and who are serving in their personal capacities." The governments under investigation should also be "consulted in regard to the composition of the mission" whenever possible. Members of the fact-finding mission should not be removed or added except in extraordinary circumstances.

NGOs must generally adhere to an adversarial model of fact-finding when collecting evidence under the guidance of the rules. Fact-finding mission staffs should have access to all the relevant materials when the mission begins. The mission may invite written, verifiable statements of fact. The State concerned should be able to comment in writing on all information and statements received by the mission. From a list of witnesses submitted by concerned parties the mission may choose whom it wishes to

228. Id. at 163, rules 1, 3; see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 315-17.
229. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163, rule 2.
230. Id. at 163, rule 4; see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 313-15.
231. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163, rule 5. This provision safeguards against the extreme cases cited by Franck and Fairley where members of the mission were from countries openly hostile to the investigated State. Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 313-14. Allowing countries to object to the composition of the mission, however, would not serve as a delaying tactic in many cases.
233. Id. at 164, rule 9. For a general discussion of investigation procedures, see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 317-21.
234. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 11.
235. Id. rule 12.
If a State guarantees nonretaliation against petitioners, witnesses, and relatives, the mission should allow the State to question the witnesses or make a record of their testimony available to it. Petitioners ought ordinarily to be heard in public sessions where they can be questioned by the concerned State. The mission may withhold information that may jeopardize the safety of witnesses or third parties, or may reveal sources.

From the evidence collected, the mission determines whether it needs to conduct an on-site investigation. Prior to arrival on-site, the mission should draw up an agenda of its activities. The mission may operate as a whole or in smaller groups and should insist on interviewing all necessary persons whether or not incarcerated.

In the final stage of the fact-finding process, the mission should submit preliminary findings and supplementary questions to the concerned State and allow a reasonable time for response. The final report, prepared by the chairperson, should either reflect a consensus or contain majority and minority views. If published, the report should appear in its entirety. NGOs should review the State's compliance with the non-reprisal agreement.

G. Appropriateness of Existing Fact-Finding Models to the Work of an NGO

Although NGOs might profit from the study and adoption of certain of the IGO fact-finding techniques discussed above, it must be recognized that governments and NGOs often engage in fact-finding for different reasons. This difference between NGOs and IGOs might undermine the application of government-created

236. Id. rule 13.
237. Id. rule 16; see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 343 (discussing ILO protections).
238. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 14; see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 335-37 (describing an investigation by the ILO which employed these procedures).
239. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 17; see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 341.
240. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 18.
241. Id. at 164-65, rule 19.
242. Id. at 165, rules 20, 21.
243. Id. rule 22.
244. Id. rule 23.
245. Id. rule 24. The credibility of a fact-finding mission can be ruined in the final stage if reporting is mishandled. Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 328-31 (describing the UNESCO mission to areas under Israeli military occupation).
rules to nongovernmental fact-finding. NGOs are usually involved in the investigation of governmental misconduct in the human rights field. Hence, it would be perverse to permit governments to establish, even indirectly, the ground rules upon which NGOs may pursue their fact-finding work. Although the fact-finding rules discussed herein were not designed to limit NGO efforts, they are based on the experience of governmental organizations and they reflect the extreme sensitivity of governments to foreign intrusion.\textsuperscript{247} To the extent that NGOs may seek to obtain governmental cooperation in their fact-finding and to influence governmental conduct in the area of human rights, however, these rules may still be instructive and helpful to NGOs.

Human rights fact-finding procedures used by multilateral international organizations are more applicable to NGO fact-finding than is the Hague model of bilateral inquiry.\textsuperscript{248} The object of inquiry for both NGOs and other relevant international organizations is the human rights situation within one country, rather than a dispute between two States. Accordingly, the fact-finder's terms of reference\textsuperscript{249} would not be established by the disputing States, but would be formulated by the initiating organization.\textsuperscript{250}

A further distinction between IGO and NGO fact-finding con-
cerns the degree of separation between the initiating body and the commission of inquiry, which is somewhat greater in IGO fact-finding. The U.N. Commission on Human Rights, the International Labor Organization, and the European Commission on Human Rights mount fact-finding bodies which are quite separate from their respective parent bodies.\footnote{251} NGOs, however, are private institutions; an NGO mission will often include members of the organization,\footnote{252} or even of the NGO secretariat.\footnote{253} One consequence of this close connection between the NGO and the commission of inquiry is that the commission’s purpose and scope are more directly related to the purposes of the NGO.\footnote{254} Hence, anyone who evaluates procedures for possible use by an NGO must be mindful of the “terms of reference” of the NGO itself, as well as the more formal terms of reference established for an NGO fact-finding mission. If an NGO fact-finding mission is not given formal terms of reference, it may instead be guided by the overall objectives of the sending organization.

Another distinction between IGO and NGO fact-finding concerns the scope of the fact-finding effort. Human rights fact-finding by NGOs is not limited to the establishment of missions of in-

\footnote{251} Members of IGO commissions usually have much closer ties to their respective countries than to the international body constituting the commission. For example, the U.N. Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Occupied Territories consisted of representatives of U.N. member States. Report of the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories, 25 U.N. GAOR Annex 2 (Agenda Item 101) at 11, U.N. Doc. A/8089 (1970). Even when members serve in an individual capacity, however, they often are closely connected to the government of their country. See van Boven, supra note 14, at 99-100. See also Bender, Ad Hoc Committees and Human Rights Investigations: A Comparative Case Study in the Middle East, 38 Soc. Research 241, 251 (1971).

\footnote{252} E.g., W. Butler, J. Humphrey, & G. Bisson, supra note 30, at vii-viii (missions undertaken on behalf of the International Commission of Jurists).

\footnote{253} See, e.g., AI Mission to Argentina, supra note 68, at 5 (AI International Secretariat member Patricia Feeney was a member of the mission.); AI Mission to Sri Lanka, supra note 39, at 9 (AI International Secretariat member Yvonne Terlingen served on the mission.).

\footnote{254} The Belgrade Rules state that the terms of reference set forth for a fact-finding mission “should accord with the instrument establishing the organization.” Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163, rule 1. But see Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 189, 192, 196, 200. Professor Ermacora argues that the purpose of U.N. ad hoc inquiry bodies is to serve policies of the U.N. and not necessarily to ascertain facts in order to resolve conflicts within the concerned State. With this approach he contrasts the International Commission of Jurists’ fact-finding commission which was established at the behest of the government of British Guiana. The commission did not serve the ICJ directly, but rather attempted “to facilitate a solution of differences by elucidating the facts.” Id. at 200.
quiry. For most international human rights NGOs, information gathering is a continuous process. IGO fact-finding bodies usually have a shorter term and a less comprehensive information gathering program. NGO factual studies are undertaken for briefing papers, newsletters, annual reports, special country reports, problem monographs, testimony in national bodies, or presentations to international organizations. Fact-finding must also be undertaken in order to launch a letter-writing campaign, to adopt a prisoner of conscience, or to send a trial observer. Of course, NGO fact-finding often does include full-scale investiga-

255. Most NGOs monitor newspaper reports and maintain files or even libraries of clippings on human rights violations around the world. Groups like the International League for Human Rights, International Commission of Jurists, Amnesty International, and various church groups also receive information from local affiliate groups and individual members. See generally Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 300.


260. E.g., AI, Evidence of Torture: Studies by the Amnesty International Danish Medical Group (1977); International Defence and Aid Fund, South Africa: The Boss Law (1970); J. Mercer, supra note 24.


265. Martin-Achard, supra note 31, passim; see note 374 infra.
tions of a country, with or without on-site inspection. An NGO may even undertake more traditional international inquiry and act as a third party fact-finder at the request of consenting State parties, as did the International Commission of Jurists in the British Guiana case.266

Furthermore, any given fact-finding rule may be appropriate to some of an NGO's fact-finding efforts but not to others. The activities of NGOs vary as to the seriousness of their consequences. An oral request of a government as to the whereabouts of a prisoner will cause far fewer repercussions than will a press release or a submission to the U.S. Congress denouncing a State's use of torture.267

In the common law system, the distinction between civil and criminal liability is reflected in the stricter burden of proof and evidentiary standards for criminal cases.268 A similar distinction needs to be made in the application of rules of procedure to NGO fact-finding. When the consequences are serious, an NGO should follow more closely the quasi-adjudicative procedures that ensure greater accuracy and respect for findings. For less serious actions, an NGO may rely on less direct evidence and a less rigorous set of procedures.

The foregoing discussion has been devoted to a general description of fact-finding procedures developed by a variety of international bodies. What follows is a more detailed examination of the methods used by both NGOs and IGOs to deal with specific issues arising during the course of a fact-finding mission.

III. THE FACT-FINDING PROCESS

Certain questions are faced by every fact-finding body: Who are to be members? What is its mandate? What sources of information are to be used? How is reliability of information to be ensured? Are recommendations to be made? The procedures that NGOs adopt to deal with these questions affect the weight placed upon NGO findings by the rest of the world. Thus, it may be useful to compare how intergovernmental and nongovernmental organiza-


tions have decided to conduct each phase of a typical fact-finding mission. Insight may thereby be gained into the areas in which NGOs may profit from the experience of IGOs.

A. Composition and Nature of the Fact-Finding Body

1. Terms of Reference

In bilateral and multilateral forms of inquiry, the terms of reference governing the competence of the commission are established by negotiation between two or more States. The sovereignty of the investigated State is encroached upon either by its own agreement or by the authority of a multilateral instrument. The authority for NGO fact-finding, however, is usually self-created. NGOs define the scope of their study and legitimize their efforts after the fact by the reliability of their findings.

Although the general bounds of NGO fact-finding are self-defined, definite terms of reference are often established for each mission by the governing board of the organization. The terms may be very broad, for example, "to visit Paraguay for the purpose of studying the status of human rights," or relatively narrow, as exemplified in the International Commission of Jurists' British Guiana Commission—"to examine the balance between the races in the Security Forces, the Civil Service, . . . to consider whether existing procedures relating to selection, appointment, promotion, dismissal [in the Civil Service] . . . encourage or lead to racial discrimination . . . [and] to make such recommendations as are considered necessary . . . ." The scope of NGO scrutiny is some-


270. Although the general authority for an IGO fact-finding body is based in a multilateral agreement, the actual terms of reference of an IGO body are often subject to objection by the concerned State. See Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 191.

271. See generally Scoble & Wiseberg, supra note 1.


273. International Commission of Jurists, Racial Problems in the Public Service 15 (1965). The terms of reference were not part of the British Guiana ordinance which conferred juridical power on the commission, but were established by the International Commission of Jurists. It was clear, however, that the terms of reference had been accepted by the British Guiana government. Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 198.

The need for a clear mandate has been illustrated by the lack of such a mandate in the case of the Commission of Inquiry on Iran, which was "instructed only to undertake a fact-finding mission to Teheran to hear Iran's grievances, and to allow an early solution to the crisis between Iran and the United States." U.N. Press Release IR/2/Rev. 1 (Feb. 25, 1980).
times limited to the human rights of one group within a nation, but more commonly will cover the entire country.

Amnesty International (AI), the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), and the International League for Human Rights (League) usually provide within their terms of reference for investigation into the conditions and basis for detention, the legality of the procedures for arrest and trial, the truth of allegations of torture, killings, or other violations of human rights by the government, and evidence of encroachments on the freedom of association, speech, or the press. The legitimacy of the government itself is usually considered outside the scope of a mission’s study, although some reports include some historical, political, economic, and legal background. In contrast to these three NGOs, fact-finding by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is “confined solely to the inspection of material conditions of detention and without regard to the reason of such detention.” The ICRC never proceeds without a formal written

But see W. Shore, supra note 14, at 106 (possible restrictiveness of specific terms of reference).


275. See, e.g., AI, Islamic Republic of Pakistan (1977); Russell International War Crimes Tribunal, Against the Crime of Silence (J. Duffet, ed. 1968) [hereinafter cited as Against the Crime of Silence] (the country at issue was Vietnam); Second Russell Tribunal, Repression in Latin America (W. Jerman trans. & ed. 1975) [hereinafter cited as Repression in Latin America] (the Russell Tribunal investigated four countries).


279. Bissell, The International Committee of the Red Cross and the Protection of Human Rights, 1 Revue des Droits de l’Homme 255, 271 (1968) (quoting International Committee of the Red Cross, Annual Report 1958, at 29 (1958)); see J. Freymond, Guerres, Révolutions, Croix-Rouge 129-38 (1976). The ICRC does, however, occasionally “structure their overtures to the government according to the reasons for detention. For example, where a detainee is an administrative detainee, held without indictment or prospect of trial, the ICRC tends to urge that conditions of detention should be as good as economics and security will allow.” D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 68. The ICRC has also engaged in trial observation and in limited legal assistance to persons under the laws of armed conflict. Id. at 70.
agreement with the "detaining government," wherein the scope of fact-finding activity is mutually agreed upon by the detaining State and the ICRC.

Terms of reference serve several useful purposes and should be used by NGOs. First, written terms of reference may induce governments to cooperate and may be subject to negotiation with the governments. Although most NGO missions are not established by formal agreement between the NGO and the State, there is often some contact with the government prior to the establishment of a mission. Second, formal terms of reference act as a fact-finding commission's letter of introduction to the government. This is helpful not only for on-site missions, but also for commissions making contact through the mail or with embassies and consulates. This function of terms of reference was explicitly recognized by Amnesty International in its instruction to the Sri Lanka mission "to re-establish a dialogue between AI and the government of Sri Lanka." Third, terms of reference serve as an aid to commission members in resolving disputes over the scope of a commission's activities. Although NGO missions are not as large or diverse in their composition as IGO commissions, individuals of differing backgrounds and views do work together on NGO missions.

The factors discussed above tend to call for narrowly stated terms of reference. However, as with the formulation of other pro-

---

280. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 57-86.
281. Id.; see, e.g., Agreement Between the Government of the Kingdom of Hellas and the International Committee of the Red Cross, reprinted in id. at 268-70, app. D (written agreement entered into in 1969). See also note 379 infra.
282. See, e.g., AI, Islamic Republic of Pakistan 5 (1977) (Before the mission, AI's Secretary General and a member of the mission met with the Attorney General of Pakistan.); AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 5 (1977) (Before departure, the mission sent a telegram to President Somoza.). In contrast, the National Lawyers Guild recently sent an undercover fact-finding mission to Guatemala without informing the government because of concern for the lives of potential witnesses. Also, it is the practice of the International Commission of Jurists merely to send a telegram or letter to the Minister of Justice of the concerned government, informing him of the forthcoming arrival of an ICJ trial observer and requesting appropriate facilities. See International Commission of Jurists, Guidelines for ICJ Observers to Trials 1-2 (1978). In addition, the ICJ prefers to send observers who do not require visas. Id. Most major ICJ fact-finding missions, however, have enjoyed the consent of the government.
283. AI Mission to Sri Lanka, supra note 39, at 17.
284. See, e.g., AI, Islamic Republic of Pakistan 5 (1977) (The mission was composed of a Turkish lawyer and a Dutch lawyer.); AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 15 (The mission consisted of a Danish surgeon and an English barrister.); AI, Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Spain 3 (1975) (An American attorney and a professor of philosophy from the Federal Republic of Germany were the delegates.).
cueres, there is a danger in making the terms too specific. Narrow terms of reference may hamper a mission's operation or, if the mission exceeds its terms, give the government a pretext for attacking its findings. 285

2. Members

Like IGOs, NGOs face the problem of finding qualified and impartial mission members 286 who can add the weight of personal prestige to their findings. The bulk of NGO fact-finding is done by permanent employees of NGO Secretariats and by distinguished individuals who participate at the request of the NGO. No NGO or group of NGOs has established a panel of experts for inquiry missions such as has been recommended for the U.N. 287 and established by the ILO. 288 Such a panel is not really necessary nor is it particularly feasible. 289

There is no simple method for ensuring the expertise of the members of a mission. Since service on missions is voluntary and can involve some hardship, members characteristically have a strong interest in and are very knowledgeable about human rights. 290 NGOs that regularly engage in fact-finding make use of


287. See N. Bar-Yaacov, supra note 14, at 296-312; Leurdijk, supra note 92, at 158-61; Note, supra note 95, at 175-83. Although the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to prepare a register of experts in 1967, Question of Methods of Fact-Finding, G.A. Res. 2329, 22 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 84, U.N. Doc. A/6716 (1968), no experts have been named or used.


289. But see Rodley, supra note 1, at 147-50, suggesting an NGO worldwide human rights monitoring institution which would be distinct from other NGOs and would not be involved in publicity and lobbying activities.

290. See, e.g., W. Butler, J. Humphrey & G. Bisson, supra note 30, at viii (Professor John P. Humphrey was a member of the mission.). Mission members are exposed to some per-
the previous fact-finding experience of individuals. Nearly every NGO mission has had at least one lawyer or law professor;\(^9\) jurists serve on missions in numbers not justified by any need for legal expertise. Given the amount of evidence concerning physical abuse, AI has recognized that a mission can be assisted in its fact-finding by a doctor and thus has included physicians on several missions.\(^{292}\) AI missions also usually include a member of the Secretariat who is familiar with the country under investigation.\(^{293}\) Some NGO missions have included foreign scholars who possess expertise on the country studied.\(^{294}\)

In addition to the expertise needed to facilitate fact-finding, another factor considered by NGOs in selecting commission members is the prestige associated with the names of experts in various fields. Commission members have included noted legal authorities,\(^{295}\) philosophers,\(^{296}\) authors,\(^{297}\) a U.S. Congressman,\(^{298}\) a former U.S. Ambassador,\(^{299}\) church officials,\(^{300}\) a member of the Supreme

---

\(^{291}\) See, e.g., Bizerta Report, supra note 59, at 3.

\(^{292}\) See, e.g., AI, Evidence of Torture: Studies by the Amnesty International Danish Medical Group 7-8 (1977); AI, Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Israel and the Syrian Arab Republic to Investigate Allegations of Ill Treatment and Torture 3 (1975) [hereinafter cited as AI Israel-Syria Report] (A Dutch physician was a member of the mission.); AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 15 (A Danish surgeon went on the mission to Korea.).

\(^{293}\) For example, Michael McClintock, a researcher in the Latin American Department of the International Secretariat of Amnesty International, served on the mission to Nicaragua. See AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 5 (1977).


\(^{295}\) For example, Michael McClintock, a researcher in the Latin American Department of the International Secretariat of Amnesty International, served on the mission to Nicaragua. See AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 5 (1977).


\(^{297}\) For example, Bertrand Russell, Jean-Paul Sartre, James Baldwin, Peter Weiss, Simone de Beauvoir, and Sara Lindman served on the Russell International War Crimes Tribunal. Against the Crime of Silence, supra note 17.

\(^{298}\) For example, B. Stephansky & R. Alexander, supra note 272, at i (Dr. Ben Stephansky is a former U.S. Ambassador to Bolivia.).

\(^{299}\) For example, B. Stephansky & R. Alexander, supra note 272, at i (Dr. Ben Stephansky is a former U.S. Ambassador to Bolivia.).

\(^{300}\) See, e.g., AI, Amnesty International Report 1978, at 278 (1979) (The Reverend Paul Oestrierecher of Great Britian was a member of a mission to the Federal Republic of Germany.).
Courts of Ireland,\textsuperscript{301} and a member of the U.N. Human Rights Commission.\textsuperscript{302} Personal prestige is more important for ad hoc commissions of inquiry than for permanent NGOs that have established their own respectability.

Governmental representatives rarely serve on NGO commissions. Unlike some IGOs, in which members of fact-finding commissions have acted as though they were representing their governments rather than the organizations that sent them,\textsuperscript{303} NGOs have not generally had a problem with de facto State representation.\textsuperscript{304} Even though NGO commissions are ordinarily not politicized, their impartiality is influenced by the nationality and political beliefs of their members.\textsuperscript{305} AI, ICJ and League missions are usually made

\textsuperscript{301} See, e.g., International Commission of Jurists, Report on the Activities of the International Commission of Jurists 1971-1977, at 35 (1977) (Mr. Justice Seamus Henchy of the Supreme Court of Ireland was an ICJ observer of the trial of Bishop Donal Lamont in Umtali, Rhodesia.).

\textsuperscript{302} See, e.g., International Commission of Jurists, Racial Problems in the Public Service: Report of the British Guiana Commission of Inquiry 9 (1965); Bizerta Report, supra note 59, at 3 (Professor Felix Ermacora was a member of both ICJ commissions.).

\textsuperscript{303} See W. Shore, supra note 14, at 107-10; Kaufman, supra note 91, at 752-54.

\textsuperscript{304} See Cohn, International Fact-Finding Processes and the Rule of Law, Int'l Comm'n Jurists Rev., June 1977, at 40, 43; T. Franck, The Structure of Impartiality 253-55 (1968). It is, perhaps, a questionable practice to use an official of one government to examine or investigate another government, because bilateral government relations may affect the necessary appearance of impartiality. See e.g., Human Rights in El Salvador, supra note 294 (Congressman Robert Drinan was a member of this investigatory mission.).

Before the International Commission of Jurists sent a mission to South Korea, the mission was briefed by the U.S. State Department and by the National Council of Churches in New York. See A. DeWind & J. Woodhouse, Prosecution of Defence Lawyers in South Korea 4 (1979). The mission also met with the U.S. Ambassador to South Korea when they visited that country. There is some question whether such briefings by another government might in some cases identify the mission with the briefing country and thus prejudice the conduct and, perhaps, the result of the mission. Such did not appear, however, to be the case in the ICJ's South Korean mission, but NGOs ought to be conscious of the risks inherent in such governmental briefings.

\textsuperscript{305} See Note, supra note 95, at 164-65; see, e.g., Report on the Mission to Viet Nam of the Delegation of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers, U.N. Doc. A/34/559, at 2 (1979) (The impartiality of this IADL mission must be somewhat suspect since one of the participating members, Hope Stevens, also served as counsel in the People's Revolutionary Tribunal of Pnom Penh.).

Because the fact-finding tribunal possesses tremendous discretion as to the evidence sought, how the evidence is weighed, and even what law should be applied, the fact-finders must possess great integrity, impartiality, and independence. Cf. Damaska, Structures of Authority and Comparative Criminal Procedure, 84 Yale L.J. 480, 525 (1974) (similarity of duties of fact-finding tribunals and duties of trial judges in Europe).

The Belgrade Rules sensibly recommend that the fact-finders be persons "respected for their integrity, impartiality, competence and objectivity and who are serving in their personal capacities." Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 163, rule 4. But these Rules also recom-
up of members from several countries and rarely include a national of the country visited.\textsuperscript{306} Almost all ICRC representatives are Swiss.\textsuperscript{307} The membership of an NGO commission will often reflect its political orientation. Members of ICRC,\textsuperscript{308} AI, the League, and ICJ missions are drawn predominantly from industrialized Western nations, whereas members of commissions of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) and the World Peace Council come from socialist organizations and socialist-aligned countries.\textsuperscript{309} Very few commission members are drawn from Third World States, although AI has sent several Third World observers to missions in the United States.\textsuperscript{310} The difficulty of establishing the impartiality of a commission based in an industrialized nation was demonstrated by the denial to ICRC of access to North Vietnam during the U.S. military involvement there, and by African suspicions concerning ICRC intervention in Nigeria’s civil war.\textsuperscript{311}

NGO fact-finding missions are usually composed of from one to

mand that the States concerned be consulted about the fact-finders. Id. rule 5. Such consultation is occasionally undertaken for major U.N. fact-finding efforts, but is very rare for NGOs. Although consultation as to mission membership would in theory facilitate the mission’s entry into the subject country, such consultation may give an appearance of bias in favor of the government, may be inappropriate for an NGO striving to maintain an identity as independent of all governments, and may provide the government with an opportunity to attack or resist the mission. A rule requiring consultation would be unwise, because such consultation, if sought at all, is ordinarily undertaken informally and with considerable discretion. Governments should not expect to be consulted formally on mission membership.

The Belgrade Rules also recommend that a member, chairperson, or rapporteur of a fact-finding mission not ordinarily be removed before completion of the mission’s work. Id. at 163-64, rules 6 & 7. Such a rule appears sensible, but addresses an issue which has not been a problem for NGOs. Politicized IGOs may have this problem.


308. In regard to the ICRC, see id. at 206-14.

309. As a result of this East-West split, NGO commissions have sometimes been used for political purposes. See Ermacora, Enquiry Procedures, supra note 14, at 203.

310. See, e.g., AI, Amnesty International Report 1978, at 139 (1979) (In January 1978, two Zambian lawyers were sent to observe the trial of Leonard Peltier in Wisconsin.); AI, Amnesty International Report 1977, at 163, 320 (1977) (Shamsul Bari, an attorney from Bangladesh, was sent to North Dakota to observe another Peltier trial.).

311. See T. Hentsch, Face au blocus, Le Croix-Rouge Internationale dans le Nig6ria en Guerre (1973); Scoble & Wiseberg, supra note 1, at 630-31; Comment, The Geneva Convention and Africa, 7 E. Afr. L.J. 275, 283-89 (1971). But see D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 48-49 (acceptance of ICRC more widespread among third world nations such as Nigeria, Bangladesh and Indochina than among socialist states).
three individuals who visit the country concerned.\textsuperscript{312} NGO missions are smaller and less representative than are IGO commissions\textsuperscript{313} because of restrictions imposed by limited financial means.\textsuperscript{314} NGOs that undertake fact-finding on an ad hoc basis without making on-site visits tend to have larger commissions with less of an emphasis on the impartiality of members.\textsuperscript{315}

3. Financial Considerations

The source of funds for NGO fact-finding can taint the impartiality of an inquiry mission. The ICJ relies principally upon grants from foundations and from twenty countries, including several Third World nations.\textsuperscript{316} The AI Secretariat had a budget of 915,377 pounds sterling for the 1978 fiscal year ending on April 30, 1978,\textsuperscript{317} most of which was raised through dues and contributions from members.\textsuperscript{318} AI does not accept money from governments. The ICRC budgeted 49,597,000 Swiss francs for 1978.\textsuperscript{319} Fifty per-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{312} See, e.g., AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 5 (1977); W. Butler, J. Humphrey & G. Bisson, supra note 30, at vii-viii; B. Stephansky & D. Helfeld, supra note 30, at i.
\item \textsuperscript{314} See notes 316-26 infra & accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{315} The Russell Tribunals on Vietnam and Latin America each had more than 20 members. The investigation of American war crimes in Vietnam included four Americans, the Chairperson of the Cuban Committee for Solidarity with Vietnam, as well as a number of outspoken authors and scholars. The Second Russell Tribunal, which received evidence on right-wing Latin American dictatorships, was composed primarily of individuals with a left-of-center political affiliation. See Repression in Latin America, supra note 275, at 162-63; Against the Crime of Silence, supra note 275, at 17. See also Cassese, Progressive Transnational Promotion of Human Rights, in Human Rights: Thirty Years After the Universal Declaration 249, 254-58 (B. Ramcharan ed. 1979).
\item \textsuperscript{317} See International Commission of Jurists, Objectives, Organization, Activities 5 (1972); Note, supra note 1, at 477.
\item \textsuperscript{318} See id. at 288-89, 291.
\item \textsuperscript{319} International Committee of the Red Cross, Annual Report 1978, at 68 (1978).
\end{itemize}
cent of ICRC's permanent budget comes from the Swiss government, ten percent from the U.S. government, with the remainder coming from other governments and national Red Cross societies. The League operates on a budget of $75,000 to $100,000, its resources drawn from membership contributions, affiliated organizations, foundations, and special fund raising events. Like AI, the League does not accept funds from governments.

Because most NGOs lack funds in their regular budgets sufficient to mount fact-finding missions, specific fund raising efforts are often undertaken for each mission. To the extent that fund raising is undertaken on a mission-by-mission basis, the source of funds may give rise to an appearance of bias on the part of the mission. For example, if an NGO during the late 1960's had undertaken to send a mission to investigate torture under the Greek Colonels, the mission might have relied upon Greek expatriate groups and individuals for some or all of its support. Indeed, without such interested supporters, it is likely that the NGO would not have been able to mount the mission at all. If the source of funds for the mission had become known, however, the results might very well have been suspect. Nevertheless, this problem may be more a question of appearances than reality. The members of fact-finding missions are rarely aware of the source of the funding for their mission. Furthermore, mission members are ordinarily of such unimpeachable integrity and independence that the source of their funds would have no effect on their conclusions, even if the sending NGO had a bias it wished to pursue.

Financial considerations do, however, loom large in the decisions as to which fact-finding missions will be undertaken. Some NGOs seek funds from disinterested sources, such as other human rights organizations, religious bodies, and special United Nations funds. AI has attempted to solve the problem of how missions will be funded by establishing a separate account for all special projects, including missions, conferences, and translations.
has been successful in raising money for such accounts without tying the contributions to any particular mission.

In any case, missions are expensive and the availability of funds may affect the quality of a mission’s findings and will determine how long a mission will last, how many members the mission can include, how many transcripts can be read, and how many records copied.\textsuperscript{326} Financial considerations thus dictate that investigative efforts be carefully selected in terms of need and importance.

B. Methods of Inquiry

1. Background Fact-Finding by Secretariats

As previously discussed, the bulk of NGO fact-finding is performed by the national and international offices of the organizations. There are no limitations on the types of information gathered. At their international centers, NGOs collect information about human rights problems from newspapers, magazines, professional journals, U.N. publications, government reports, letters, telegrams, phone calls, and visits.\textsuperscript{327} Sources of information include church officials,\textsuperscript{328} relatives of prisoners,\textsuperscript{329} former prisoners or refugees,\textsuperscript{330} missionaries,\textsuperscript{331} labor unions,\textsuperscript{332} opposition groups,\textsuperscript{333}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Air fares alone often run into thousands of dollars. Members of NGO missions are rarely paid, but the sponsoring organization pays the cost of the mission’s living expenses. Evidently disregarding the financial stringencies under which NGOs work, and relying upon the experience of the more wealthy IGOs, the Belgrade Rules naively propose: “Fact finding missions should operate with staff sufficient to permit the independent collection of data and should be assisted by such independent experts as the mission may deem necessary.” Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 10. Most NGO missions have no separate staff and rely entirely upon the efforts of the mission members.

\item AI, Amnesty International Handbook 7, 13 (1977); Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 300. The Prisoner of Conscience Library at the AI Secretariat in London catalogues every week approximately 1,000 newspaper and magazine articles from 5 continents. See, e.g., Argentina Admits It Holds Missing Rights Leader, Wash. Post, Sept. 22, 1977, §A, at 24, col. 1; Velasco, Dissolution of Chile’s Police Agency: A Farce, N.Y. Times, Sept. 7, 1977, at 37, col. 1; Ex-Minneapolis Woman Jailed in Argentina, Minn. Trib., May 18, 1976, §A, at 8, col. 3.


\item Amnesty International has developed a form by which relatives of prisoners may inform the AI Research Department about the prisoner. AI USA, Addendum to the Amnesty International Handbook 20 (1978); see note 27 supra.

\item See note 28 supra.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
patriate groups,\textsuperscript{334} concerned public officials,\textsuperscript{335} lawyers,\textsuperscript{336} journalists,\textsuperscript{337} and other NGOs. Church-sponsored human rights organizations often obtain a wealth of information through a web of personal contacts created by their missionary organizations.\textsuperscript{338} Older organizations have clippings files and dossiers on human rights violations dating back ten or twenty years.\textsuperscript{339} AI has the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{331} See, e.g., AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 27-28 (1977); American is Abducted in Argentina, N.Y. Times, Sept. 17, 1976, § A, at 3.
\item \textsuperscript{332} See, e.g., Wave of Murders Shatters Leftist Opposition in Guatemala, Wash. Post, April 13, 1979, § A, at 10, col. 1; Peruvians Swing Away From Left, N.Y. Times, Dec. 24, 1976, § A, at 1, col. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{333} See note 28 supra.
\item \textsuperscript{334} For example, the Committee for Human Rights in Rumania is primarily an expatriate group. The Committee has worked together with the International Human Rights Law Group to protest discrimination against the Hungarian ethnic minority in Rumania. See International Human Rights Law Group, Petition to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights and Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities: Human Rights Violations in the Socialist Republic of Rumania (June 27, 1979) (copy on file with the authors).
\item Similarly, a group of Soviet citizens joined together to promote the implementation of the 1975 Helsinki Accords. See 6 Basket Three: Implementation of the Helsinki Accords: Hearing Before the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 117-18 (1978); Leary, Helsinki Final Act, supra note 1, at 121-24.
\item \textsuperscript{336} See, e.g., AI, Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Spain 3 (1975); Argentine Lawyers Finding Peril in Leftist Causes, N.Y. Times, July 18, 1977, at 3, col. 4.
\item \textsuperscript{337} See, e.g., Russell, Argentina: Living with Ghosts, Newsweek, July 20, 1981, at 38-40 (Former newspaper publisher Jacobo Timmerman has published numerous works regarding human rights violations by the Argentine government.).
\item \textsuperscript{338} See Note, supra note 1, at 488 (Church groups have over 12,000 missionaries in Latin America.).
\item \textsuperscript{339} Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 300. AI representatives have briefly described the organization's fact-finding methods:
\begin{itemize}
\item We would also like to indicate some of the factors which may influence human rights reporting.
\item The first requirement of any human rights assessment is precise, factual information on specific violations. AI's Research Department, which is based in London, consists of 60 professional and secretarial staff; the researchers are appointed for their knowledge of a particular country or region, linguistic skills, and the ability to arrive at objective judgments on the basis of material gathered from a wide variety of public and private sources, few of whom will be entirely disinterested. AI's research is set within the narrow focus of the organization's mandate. It identifies individual prisoners of conscience, obtains and assesses
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
FACT FINDING BY NGOs

largest research capability of any NGO, having over 150 persons at its international Secretariat in London, in addition to personnel at national section offices. Both AI and the ICJ obtain reports from lawyers and use on-the-scene observers to verify the information received by staff. NGOs receive information in a much less structured fashion than do IGOs. ECOSOC, ILO, UNESCO the

reports of torture on an individual as well as a systemic basis, it examines political and legal systems as they affect political imprisonment, prepares country reports both for publication and for submission to the United Nations human rights machinery; the researchers organize missions to particular countries and design public and diplomatic initiatives for the release of prisoners, the abolition of the death penalty and the reform of legal procedures and prison conditions.

Sources of information will vary from country to country; they will normally include such public material as press reports, texts of laws and decrees, UN and other international organization reports, and unpublished testimony from relatives of victims, former prisoners, lawyers, opposition groups, church people, journalists, and academics.

Compared with other research areas, the collection of information on human rights violations encounters particular difficulties. Research will inevitably focus on the point of conflict between a government and its critics, both of whom have an interest in presenting their own point of view. The bias of a political movement is usually obvious, but that of a government is equally dangerous. To a far greater degree than in other areas, governments are not objective sources for information on domestic human rights questions. Indeed, in most instances where political prisoners are detained, the provision of data about their identity and treatment will seem to run directly counter to the national interest. The natural tendency of any government is to discourage information which would harm its reputation. Indeed, since the passage of legislation linking the receipt of U.S. aid to human rights observance, a bad reputation in this area can cause the loss of economic or military assistance.

Information on human rights violations must therefore be sought in other ways. It is our experience that a number of factors will influence the process of information collection for a particular country. Where all are absent, as in Ethiopia or Guinea, it will be extremely difficult to establish the existence and extent of violations with any precision.

Human Rights in Africa: Hearing Before the Subcomms. on Africa and on International Organizations of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 25, 34 (1979) (statement of V. McGee and S. Grant). The most significant factors listed were the following: (1) whether there exists a popular awareness of the existence of human rights and a belief that basic rights should not be violated; (2) whether an individual human rights victim can be confident that the reporting of a violation will not itself lead to further reprisals, for example, under laws which forbid human rights reporting; (3) whether there exists a strong, independent judiciary; (4) whether there exist local human rights organizations to which violations can be reported; (5) whether the press can report freely on human rights matters; (6) whether the common language is one easily understood by foreigners; (7) whether there exists a strong refugee or expatriate community. Id. at 34-35.


341. See notes 137-92 supra & accompanying text.
U.N. Human Rights Committee, and the U.N. Commission on Human Rights are authorized to receive government reports containing human rights information. These reports, obviously, are of limited value. Individual complaints are accepted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights with a minimum of restrictions, and by UNESCO, the ILO, and other U.N. bodies to a limited extent. The European Commission and the United Nations also accept NGO reports and complaints to some extent, whereas such reports are received without limitation by the Inter-American Commission. The ILO receives information from individuals, labor unions, and other NGOs. All IGOs have provisions for requesting informa-

342. J. Carey, supra note 95, at 129-30.
345. See notes 193-212 supra & accompanying text.
347. See notes 213-24 supra & accompanying text concerning the European Convention.
348. See notes 137-92 supra & accompanying text concerning the ILO.
350. Carey, Human Rights Procedures, supra note 95, at 314 n.115; see Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 315 n.101. See also note 346 supra.
352. See J. Carey, supra note 95, at 132-33. See also E. Landy, supra note 140, at 182-91;
tion from accused governments at preliminary stages.383

NGOs would not benefit in any way from the adoption of IGO-type restrictions on the initial sources of their information. Indeed, one of the great strengths of NGOs is their ability to obtain news about human rights violations quickly through their informal information networks. NGOs serve not only as passive recipients of complaints and information, but also actively monitor the observance of human rights in various parts of the world.384 Limitations on the sources of information they could use would only hamper NGOs in serving as human rights catalysts.

2. Sources of Information for Inquiry Missions

In contrast to background fact-finding by Secretariats, IGOs and NGOs use similar procedures for fact-finding by missions of inquiry. Both NGO and IGO commissions take an active role in gathering the evidence required to fulfill their terms of reference. For example, the first action of the U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on South Africa was to ask all U.N. member States for information, particularly the names of possible witnesses, and to issue a communique through the U.N. Office of Public Information inviting contact from "all the persons who believe that they could provide specific and relevant information on this matter, in particular those who have been 'imprisoned or detained for opposing or violating the policies of apartheid.'"385 In its third inquiry into South Africa, the Ad Hoc Group of Experts in 1969 solicited names of witnesses and information not only from member States and the

notes 137-92 supra & accompanying text concerning the ILO.


354. See, e.g., Scoble & Wiseberg, Amnesty International: Evaluating Effectiveness in the Human Rights Arena, Intellect, Sept.-Oct. 1976, at 79, 81-82; Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 300; Note, supra note 1, at 488. The Belgrade Rules support the view that at the initial stage of a mission's inquiry, "all material relevant to the purpose of the mission should be made available to it." Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 9.

general public, but from the Organization of African Unity and various private organizations, including some African liberation movements.\footnote{356}

The European Commission on Human Rights takes a less activist approach. For the most part it relies on witnesses and evidence presented to it by the applicant and the investigated government.\footnote{357} It retains, however, as does the International Court of Justice,\footnote{358} the right to call witnesses and gather other evidence on its own.\footnote{359} The European Commission has also engaged in a few on-the-spot investigatory visits.\footnote{360}

Almost all NGOs follow the practice of actively seeking information. Since there are no “parties” to NGO investigations, the commissions make use of information gathered by their Secretariats\footnote{361} and by persons who come forward with evidence on their own initiative or in response to publicity about the inquiry.\footnote{362} The commissions also direct specific requests for information to the concerned government,\footnote{363} church groups,\footnote{364} political parties,\footnote{365} and national


\footnote{357. For example, in the “Greek Case,” a list of witnesses was submitted by the Greek government and the Applicant States (Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and the Netherlands). The Sub-Commission summoned 30 of these witnesses to its hearings. 1 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 51 (list of witnesses proposed but not called).}


\footnote{359. European Rules, supra note 218, rules 54, 64.}

\footnote{360. See notes 218-42 supra & accompanying text.}

\footnote{361. See, e.g., AI, Indonesia 144-46 (1977); AI, Islamic Republic of Pakistan 11-12 (1977); AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 5 (1977); International Commission of Jurists, The Events in East Pakistan, 1971, at 5-6 (1972) [hereinafter cited as East Pakistan].}

\footnote{362. See, e.g., U.N. Human Rights Law and Its Enforcement: Chile: Hearings Before the Subcoms. on Inter-American Affairs and International Organizations and Movements of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 16-17 (1974) (response of Chile's U.N. representative to inquiries by the U.N. Commission on Human Rights).}

\footnote{363. See, e.g., AI, Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Spain 4 (1975); AI Mission to Sri Lanka, supra note 39, at 17; B. Stephansky & D. Helfeld, supra note 30, at 2-6.}

\footnote{364. AI, Chile 5, 46 (1974); International Commission of Jurists, Racial Discrimination and Repression in Southern Rhodesia 1, 60 (1976); Human Rights in El Salvador, supra note 294, at 14-16.}

\footnote{365. See, e.g., AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 28-29; AI, The Republic of Nicaragua 31 (1977); B. Stephansky & D. Helfeld, supra note 30, at 6.}
humanitarian organizations.\textsuperscript{366}

A complete picture of a human rights situation is very difficult to achieve since it depends largely on the initiative of persons who have enough interest and courage to come forward. Since those concerned with human rights violations are most often victims or members of political parties and other organizations opposed to certain governments,\textsuperscript{367} it is necessary to have procedures in accordance with which the evidence presented is subjected to careful scrutiny and to encourage as complete a presentation of the concerned government's case as possible.

Rule 17 of the U.N. Draft Model Rules explicitly provides for full cooperation with the concerned State.\textsuperscript{368} It requires that the ad hoc body request from the concerned State a list of witnesses and experts it wishes the body to hear. The rule also allows the State to make statements to the body, submit written materials, and respond to written or oral evidence.\textsuperscript{369} Although NGOs have not explicitly adopted such procedures, they, for the most part, actively solicit governmental cooperation.\textsuperscript{370} Governments are approached concerning the establishment of an inquiry commission, they are regularly asked to submit documents and names of witnesses, and are invited to comment on information received by the commissions.\textsuperscript{371} NGOs have not been totally without success in achieving a degree of cooperation with concerned governments.\textsuperscript{372}

\textsuperscript{366} See, e.g., International Commission of Jurists, Racial Discrimination and Repression in Southern Rhodesia 47 (1976); B. Stephansky & D. Helfeld, supra note 30, at 4-6.

\textsuperscript{367} See, e.g., AI, Chile 16 (1974); AI, Indonesia 20-30 (1977).

\textsuperscript{368} See Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 9-10.

\textsuperscript{369} Id. at 10, rule 17(e); cf., Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 12 (providing the State concerned an opportunity to comment in writing on evidence obtained independently by the fact-finding mission or submitted in writing by a petitioner).

\textsuperscript{370} See, e.g., AI, Islamic Republic of Pakistan 5 (1977); Torture in Brazil, supra note 27, at 2; East Pakistan, supra note 361, at 5.


\textsuperscript{372} See, e.g., AI Mission to Sri Lanka, supra note 39, at 17; R. Goldman & D. Jacoby, Report of the Commission of Enquiry to Mexico 1-5 (Dec. 1978) (report submitted to the International League for Human Rights, the Fédération International des Droits de l'Homme, and Pax Romana) [hereinafter cited as Pax Romana Mission]; cf. Bissel, The International Committee of the Red Cross and the Protection of Human Rights, 1 Revue des Droits de l'Homme 255, 272-74 (1968). But see AI Mission to Argentina, supra note 68, at 5-6 (The mission received some cooperation from the Argentine government, but progress was hampered by government policemen, who, while purporting to protect mission members, intimidated and detained witnesses.).
a. On-Site Observation

There are several kinds of NGO on-site missions, including diplomatic contacts, trial observations, after-the-fact investigations, fact-finding in the context of on-going human rights violations, and mixtures of these sorts of efforts. Missions may enjoy varying degrees of cooperation from governments, may present distinct investigative problems, and may thus require different fact-finding procedures. On-site visits both provide useful information and lend credibility to the conclusions of fact-finding missions. Occasionally, they afford some temporary relief in individual cases through the mere presence of outside observers. On-the-spot investigations can also provide the sort of fresh information that may be necessary for prompt remedial action.

The International Committee of the Red Cross is one of the most active NGOs engaged in on-site fact-finding. With a staff of about 700 around the world, ICRC delegates have visited hundreds of places of detention in the last 30 years. Among the con-
ditions for ICRC on-site visitation are: (1) access to all places of detention, (2) freedom to speak privately with any detainees, (3) the government's provision of ICRC with a list of detainees before the visit, (4) authorization to repeat visits as needed, and (5) authorization to distribute material assistance to needy detainees. Nevertheless, the ICRC has carried out a few visits even when governments have not acceded to all of these conditions.

Despite the emphasis in this and other discussions of NGOs on on-site investigations, most human rights fact-finding is done without such visits. Fact-finding missions are too expensive to be used very widely and may require at least the acquiescence, if not the assistance, of the government subject to scrutiny. Such cooperation is not always forthcoming. Because of these difficulties, the great bulk of human rights fact-finding by both IGOs and NGOs is accomplished without on-site visits.

It should not be presumed, however, that on-site visits are always necessary for effective fact-finding. First-hand evidence is frequently available outside the country being investigated; refugees may provide their testimony; legal documents are usually available; complaints are often smuggled out of the subject country; the government may be asked to respond to accusations in writing or through diplomats; the long-distance telephone is a very effective investigative tool; and testimony may be taken from other

---

the authors) [hereinafter cited as ICRC Model Memorandum].

Delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross normally begin their inquiry by talking with the Superintendent of the prison facility. They next visit the prison facility and then interview the prisoners. Finally, they undertake further discussions with the Superintendent with a view to continuing visits so as to monitor progress.

380. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 268-70; note 379 supra.


382. See generally AI, Amnesty International Report 1978, at 29-31 (1979). Over 230 pages in this Annual Report are devoted to country-by-country analyses, most of which were prepared without the aid of an on-site visit; only two or three pages list the AI missions.

visitors to the country. While these fact-finding approaches may not all be as reliable as direct observation, human rights organizations can and do achieve reliable results without on-site visits. An example of such a fact-finding effort may be found in the AI Report on Brazil. Furthermore, on-site investigation may actually be less reliable than other methods of inquiry in some cases. Governments often shift prisoners, cordon off potential witnesses, prevent access to prisons, and otherwise prevent missions from access to accurate information during the necessarily short period of their visits. Governments cannot as easily control the availability of information when the fact-finders are gathering evidence over a long period outside the subject territories. Visits by organizations have also tempted governments to exploit NGO involvement in human rights cases. On several occasions, governments have tried to make the presence of the ICRC within their countries appear as an expression of approval of governmental activity. This problem has

384. See, e.g., International Commission of Jurists, Uganda & Human Rights 5-6, 105-08 (1977); East Pakistan, supra note 361, at 5-6; AI, Prisoners of Conscience in the USSR: Their Treatment and Conditions 14 (1975).
385. See note 384 supra.
386. See Note 27 supra.
387. AI, Chile 19-23 (1974); see, e.g., de Onis, Human Rights Group Opens Inquiry in Argentina, N.Y. Times, Sept. 7, 1979, § A, at 3, cols. 1-3; note 436 infra. Although the ICRC demands access to all places of detention, ICRC Model Memorandum, supra note 379, it sometimes settles for less. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 65; note 381 supra. Compare AI, Indonesia 71-75 (1977) (describes steps taken by the Indonesian Government to transfer prisoners before an ICRC visit) and Indonesia, Int'l Comm'n Jurists Rev., June 1977, at 3-5 with Visits to Places of Detention in Indonesia, ICRC Bull., Aug. 1, 1979, at 4.

The ICRC insists upon regular visits to prisons in order to deter such evasive conduct. See, e.g., Comité International de la Croix-Rouge, Rapport de Synthèse Faisant Suite à la Troisième Série de Visite des Délégués du Comité International de la Croix-Rouge à 2041 Détenu de Sécurite, dont 118 Femmes, dans 20 Prisons Iranianennes (Oct. 17, 1978).

388. The ICRC was attacked for political bias after the South Vietnamese government restricted access to places of detention and selectively published portions of ICRC reports. See Rodley, supra note 1, at 145. See also D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 84 (Greek official claimed ICRC had helped public image of junta.). For a general discussion of the problems raised by the partial disclosure of ICRC reports, see notes 499-502 infra & accompanying text. Since some government officials view the mere undertaking of ICRC visits as a guarantee of decent detention conditions and are alarmed only when the ICRC decides against visitation, a failure to publish the actual findings of the ICRC often may serve to support the investigated government's claims of good conduct. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 225; The International Committee of the Red Cross and Torture, Int'l Rev. Red Cross, Nov.-Dec. 1976, at 2, 5 [hereinafter cited as ICRC and Torture]. See generally J. Becket, Barbarism in Greece xii, 102 (1970).
led to attacks on the ICRC.³⁸⁹

b. Or al Evidence

All fact-finding missions rely on both oral and written evidence. Oral testimony is the backbone of both inquiry and adjudication. It has traditionally been considered of utmost reliability because it allows a finder of fact to listen to and immediately question a witness, and to evaluate demeanor and credibility.³⁹⁰

A major consideration facing fact-finding bodies is the manner in which to receive oral testimony. There are advantages and disadvantages to having such testimony taken before the entire body. Under the U.N. Draft Model Rules³⁹¹ and European Commission on Human Rights rules,³⁹² commission meetings at which evidence is received are governed by quorum requirements. Nevertheless, rule 23 of the U.N. Draft Model Rules and article 51 of the European Commission Rules of Procedure permit testimony to be taken by one or more designated members.³⁹³ This exception to the quorum rule allows oral testimony to be reduced to a written deposition or permits a summary form for the majority of commission in the interests of time and expense.³⁹⁴

Quorum strictures pose problems for financially-limited NGO missions consisting of only two or three persons. In the face of a large number of tasks to be completed in a short time, the pressure toward achieving “a more complete picture” is very strong. Thus, it may be impractical to require that oral testimony be heard by the entire mission. It may also be necessary for only one member to hear testimony if the witness refuses to talk to anyone else,³⁹⁵ or

³⁹⁰. See J. Ralston, The Law and Procedure of International Tribunals 216-17 (1926). Cf. Mattox v. United States, 156 U.S. 237, 242-43 (1895) (The jury may “judge by his demeanor upon the stand and the manner in which he gives his testimony whether [the witness] is worthy of belief.”).
³⁹¹. See Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 6, rule 8.
³⁹². European Rules, supra note 218, rule 25.
³⁹³. See Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 12; European Rules, supra note 218. The Belgrade Rules recognize that missions may be more effective when operating in groups smaller than the whole mission membership. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 165, rule 20.
³⁹⁴. See Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 12, rule 23.
³⁹⁵. For instance, the President of El Salvador would meet only with Congressman Drinan and not with the other two members of the Unitarian Universalist Service Commit-
if witnesses are available only in a distant country. Most NGOs cannot afford the globe-trotting example (New York, London, Geneva, Conakry, Kinshasa, Brazzaville, Lusaka and Dar es Salaam) of the U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on Southern Africa. Nevertheless, it should remain the goal of inquiry missions to receive and weigh oral testimony as a body in order to add credence to group conclusions.

There are various procedures governing the conduct of witnesses and commission members during the giving of testimony. In IGO fact-finding, an oath or affirmation is usually required, and the witness establishes his or her credentials. The U.N. Draft Model Rules call for the mission's terms of reference to be explained and for preliminary questions to be put to the witness. The witness is allowed to make a statement before submitting to questioning at the direction of the Chair. The witness may be excluded from the proceedings after giving testimony. The Hague Convention of 1907 provides several other helpful rules. Under the Convention, the witness is not allowed to read a statement or answer from a written draft in presenting evidence, except to consult notes and documents. Also, the witness is asked to sign the transcript of his or her testimony.

It is difficult to ascertain the extent to which such procedures are followed by NGO fact-finding commissions since details of NGO procedure are not spelled out either in reports or in organization handbooks. A standard procedure should be adopted by each NGO, but NGOs can be expected to be somewhat more informal than IGO commissions. Since written statements can be considered at leisure, adoption of the Hague rule regarding the use of written statements would allow a fact-finding commission to devote the short time alloted for oral testimony to the questioning of
witnesses.

A difficult problem for all human rights investigation is providing protection for persons who come forward and give oral testimony, especially in hearings within the country under investigation. In some instances, the public nature of hearings renders futile any attempt to preserve the anonymity of witnesses or the confidentiality of testimony. Both NGO and IGO fact-finding missions have routinely found it necessary, however, to receive testimony privately and for witnesses to remain anonymous. While these measures have helped, they have not prevented governments from surrounding commissions' temporary headquarters, arresting prospective witnesses, roughing up people as they enter or leave the site of a commission, and detaining, torturing, or killing witnesses after their testimony. NGOs are helpless in the face of such tactics except to complain publicly or to cancel hearings in the event that witnesses are subjected to danger. In such situations it may be better to rely on written testimony or to interview witnesses only outside the country.

Another approach to the problem of witness protection is reflected in the Belgrade Rules, which would require that an NGO receive from a government assurances of non-retaliation before a fact-finding mission could proceed. Unfortunately, NGOs have experienced great difficulty in obtaining and enforcing assurances

405. In the Northern Ireland case, the European Commission on Human Rights held closed hearings at an airfield in Norway where anonymous witnesses testified while hiding behind screens. A. Robertson, supra note 96, at 179. Similarly, the ICRC almost always insists on private interviews during prison visits. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 65; ICRC Model Memorandum, supra note 379. Israel agreed in 1977 to allow ICRC physicians to conduct medical examinations without witnesses whenever the ICRC feels it is necessary. See U.S. Dep't of State, Report on Human Rights Practices in Countries Receiving U.S. Aid: Report Submitted to the Senate Comm. on Human Rights Practices. See also note 286 supra.

406. See, e.g., AI Mission to Argentina, supra note 68, at 6.

407. Id.; AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 44 (Certain Korean ex-National Assemblymen were placed under house arrest before they could meet with mission members.).

408. See, e.g., AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 44-45 (Brian Wrobel, a mission member, was forcibly restrained from entering the Supreme Court Building in Seoul.). See also note 286 supra.

409. See, e.g., AI Mission to Argentina, supra note 68, at 6 (Two witnesses were detained and others were threatened; the mission was accompanied by 16 armed men.); AI Mission to Korea, supra note 276, at 44-45 (Many students were detained and transported out of Seoul to prevent communication with the mission.); AI, Political Imprisonment in Spain (1973).


411. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 15.
that governments will not retaliate. To require such assurances as a condition precedent to NGO fact-finding would make it extremely difficult to establish a fact-finding mission. Governments would simply refuse to make promises concerning non-retaliation. Even were such promises made, an NGO has no guarantee that they will be fulfilled. Thus, there appears to be no reason for an NGO to adopt the approach to witness protection taken by the Belgrade Rules.

c. Written and Documentary Evidence

Much of the written and documentary evidence used by fact-finding commissions is compiled and analyzed by Secretariat members. Legislation, court opinions, ordinances, regulations, press releases, government reports, newspapers, reports by other NGOs, letters, affidavits, depositions, pictures, and lists of names are gathered. Ideally, writings, documents, and photographs used as evidence in reaching conclusions should be signed or otherwise authenticated. Such a procedure was effectively followed by AI in a report on Brazil based solely on depositions signed and dated by the deponent in the presence of two witnesses. Most NGOs fail to impose similar requirements of authentication.

C. Admission of Evidence

International fact-finding bodies and arbitral tribunals have traditionally avoided the sort of restrictions on the admissibility of evidence that are recognized by common law courts. Similarly,
international NGOs have adopted a very broad approach to admissibility in human rights fact-finding. Rules for the exclusion of evidence are ordinarily designed to narrow the issues for consideration by juries. Since NGO fact-finding commissions are selected for their legal and factual expertise, jury-oriented evidentiary rules are not necessary. Exclusionary rules are sometimes also needed to discourage misconduct in gathering evidence, particularly in criminal trials. This is rarely a problem for NGO fact-finding bodies. Courts also use exclusionary rules to promote the reliability and integrity of the fact-finding process. Instead of restricting admissibility, IGOs and NGOs engaged in human rights fact-finding have been disposed to consider all available evidence but to weigh the evidence very carefully.

There are other factors indicating that a broad evidentiary approach is appropriate for NGOs. Since there are no "parties" to present opposing perspectives to an NGO fact-finding commission, the commission must actively pursue its own evidentiary leads without exclusionary limits. Further, in regard to some typical subjects of investigation, such as allegations of torture and mistreatment, it is difficult for NGO fact-finding bodies to find witnesses able to give direct testimony which might be regularly ad-

---

416. See 1 J. Wigmore, Evidence §§ 28, 29a (3d ed. 1940); D. Sandifer, supra note 415, at 176-78.
417. See notes 286-315 supra & accompanying text.
419. See C. McCormick, supra note 268, at §§ 164-65; see, e.g., Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 657-60 (1961) (Evidence obtained in violation of the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments will be excluded from state courts.); Benanti v. United States, 355 U.S. 96, 100 (1957) (Evidence obtained by state or federal agents in violation of the Federal Communications Act is inadmissible in federal court.).
420. The International Court of Justice accepts evidence regardless of how it was obtained by the party introducing it. See Alford, supra note 358, at 80-81.
421. See generally C. McCormick, supra note 268, at §§ 164-66. The problem of whether evidence is inadmissible by reason of the means of its procurement was evidently posed to the Commission of Inquiry on Iran when it was presented with evidence seized in the U.S. Embassy and with the possibility of hearing testimony from U.S. diplomatic hostages. Cf. U.N. Press Release IR/11 (Mar. 3, 1980) (The U.N. Commission of Inquiry in Tehran accepted information released by the Iranian Minister for Foreign Affairs.).
422. See J. Carey, supra note 95, at 100-04; D. Sandifer, supra note 415, at 20, 180.
423. See, e.g., AI Mission to Agentina, supra note 68, at 26 (All statements could not be corroborated.); B. Stephansky & R. Alexander, supra note 272, at 16, 25.
missible in a domestic court. Acts of torture and mistreatment by members of the police or armed services are often performed without any witnesses willing to testify and sometimes without the knowledge of higher authorities. Victims may justifiably fear government reprisal against themselves or their families for testifying. Accordingly, NGO fact-finders often need to rely upon hearsay statements, documents which are not fully authenticated, and justifiable inferences from indirect evidence. Such a broad approach to admissibility must, however, be accompanied by great care in assessing the veracity and reliability of the admissible evidence.

D. Ensuring the Reliability of Evidence

The broad approach to admissibility necessitates the use of procedures to ensure the reliability of the factual conclusions drawn by the fact-finding body from the evidence gathered. Such methods for achieving reliability include both procedures for the taking of evidence and considerations used in weighing the evidence.

1. Procedures for the Taking of Evidence

a. Testimony Under Oath or Affirmation

The U.N. Draft Model Rules and the rules for the U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group on Chile provide that all nongovernmental witnesses shall be sworn before testifying. Although U.N. and nongovernmental bodies lack contempt and perjury prosecution power, it is believed that the taking of an oath at least impresses upon witnesses the seriousness of oral testimony. Government

424. See, e.g., 2 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 12-17 (Commission discussed the difficulty of obtaining direct evidence.).

425. Torture usually takes place during interrogation. Human rights fact-finding missions, if allowed in at all, are permitted by States to visit places of detention, not interrogation centers. Two States which make partial exceptions to this policy are Israel and Greece. Israel has allowed the ICRC to visit detainees, outside the presence of Israeli observers, during the period of their detention and interrogation. See U.S. Dep't of State, Report on Human Rights Practices in Countries Receiving U.S. Aid 565 (1979). See also ICRC and Torture, supra note 388.

426. Franck & Cherkis, supra note 62, at 1504; see notes 405-09 supra & accompanying text.


428. Chile Rules, supra note 126, at 98, rule 15.

429. See D. Sandifer, supra note 415 at 300-02; 6 J. Wigmore, Evidence §§ 1816-17 (Chadbourn rev. 1976); Kaufman, supra note 91, at 755.
witnesses are not sworn apparently because some are of the view that government witnesses are expected to tell the truth and because others view government representatives as advocates who are not expected to be impartial, even under oath.

NGO fact-finding commissions rarely take sworn testimony from those whom they interview and generally do not attempt to reproduce the style of court proceedings. The formality of oath-taking might have a chilling effect on human rights victims and other potential informants, who fear reprisal and often demand that their testimony not be attributed. NGO fact-finding commissions thus generally rely upon polite probing, questioning, and cross-checking to assure the reliability of oral testimony.

b. Careful Questioning of Witnesses

The Hague rules permit governments under investigation to put questions to witnesses at hearings by submitting inquiries through the chairperson of the fact-finding body. The U.N. Draft Model Rules and the European Commission rules permit government counsel to question witnesses directly, although such direct exami-
nation rarely occurs in practice. In human rights inquiries, victims are not formal parties represented by counsel, so that adversarial cross-examination only by government counsel would present the problem of an unbalanced elicitation of evidence. Further, witnesses may well be intimidated by government questioning. In addition, direct participation by the government in the questioning of witnesses may create an appearance of cooperation between the government and the fact-finding body, which neither may desire. Accordingly, for reasons of apparent impartiality, fairness, and effectiveness, the fact-finding body ordinarily controls the questioning of witnesses.

Since the State cannot ordinarily be represented in the examination of witnesses for fear of discouraging testimony, it has been suggested that some member of the fact-finding body examine witnesses from the government's point of view. Careful questioning by a designated commission member would serve to highlight weaknesses of a witness's testimony. Assigning a member to such a "devil's advocate" role can be done more easily by intergovernmental fact-finding groups, since they have larger commissions and

435. See D. Sandifer, supra note 415, at 303, 305.
436. For example, in May 1979 the U.S. Department of State sent a six-member "study team" to Haiti. The study team attempted to determine the situation of the 600 Haitians who had been returned to Haiti after a stay in the U.S. The team enjoyed considerable cooperation from the Haitian government, although it wisely chose not to be accompanied by Haitian government officials. Nevertheless, the team was able to see only 12% of the returnees. Because the study team was sent by the U.S. government and because all members of the study team were U.S. Government employees, it is quite possible that returnees were reluctant to talk candidly or at all with the study team. If the study team had enjoyed a different sponsorship or membership, the results of the study might have been different. R. Maxim, et. al., State Department Study Team on Haitian Returnees (1979) (unpublished memorandum on file with the authors); see Haitian Refugee Center v. Civiletti, 503 F. Supp. 442, 486-88 (S.D. Fla. 1980) (discussing the study team and its methodology for collecting data on human rights violations).
437. See D. Sandifer, supra note 415, at 306. NGOs obviously lack the subpoena power and the ability to punish perjury, but IGO fact-finders also generally lack these powers and have not been substantially inhibited in their fact-finding work. See Foster, supra note 358, at 171-73. See also Rogge, Inquisitions by Officials: A Study of Due Process Requirements in Administrative Investigations, 47 Minn. L. Rev. 939, 988-94 (1963); Note, Constitutional Rights and Administrative Investigations: Suggested Limitations on the Inquisitorial Powers of the Federal Agencies, 58 Geo. L.J. 345, 346 (1969).
staff.\textsuperscript{439} NGOs have a problem in that missions often consist of only one or two persons.\textsuperscript{440} Even when there are three people on a mission, they often separate to interview witnesses. The time and resources of mission members are usually too limited to permit the appointment of a "devil's advocate." Furthermore, there is a serious question whether a member of a fact-finding body can truly play a "devil's advocate" role—either for the human rights victims or for the government—without upsetting the Commission's appearance of impartiality, without frightening witnesses, and unless he is able actually to be briefed by his "client." In contrast, the U.N. Human Rights Committee and the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination have demonstrated a capacity for well prepared, insistent, and effective questioning of witnesses without specific designation of individual members as devil's advocates.\textsuperscript{441}

Intergovernmental fact-finding proceedings are generally far more formal than similar efforts by NGOs, whose inquiries resemble interviews more than adjudicative hearings.\textsuperscript{442} In some ways, NGO fact-finders conduct themselves like juges d'instruction in a civil law country.\textsuperscript{443} The NGO questioner need not demonstrate facts to some independent body, such as a judge or jury, but both poses the inquiries and analyzes the responses.\textsuperscript{444} Hence, the interviewer can get meaningful information through polite, and sometimes indirect questioning. Mildly suggestive or leading questions are used by IGOs to elicit information from witnesses\textsuperscript{445} and could

\textsuperscript{439} The staff of U.N. Commissions have varied, but have been as large as fifty persons. See W. Shore, supra note 14, at 126.
\textsuperscript{440} See notes 312-14 supra & accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{442} See AI Israel-Syria Report, supra note 292, at 8.
\textsuperscript{443} See generally Foster, supra note 358, at 189; Kaufman, supra note 91, at 759-60. But see Franck & Fairley, supra note 70, at 310.
be employed by NGOs. Nevertheless, on some occasions, such as examination of governmental representatives, NGO fact-finders have needed to use more forceful questioning. Of course, the value of questioning witnesses has its limits. As stated by the AI Mission to Israel and Syria:

"Sharp examination... was avoided for various reasons, the main one being that many of the former prisoners of war had been through traumatic experiences, including severe interrogations, and it would not have been very reasonable for an Amnesty International Commission to conduct the kind of cross-examination in which the truthfulness of statements was seriously challenged." 

Fact-finding bodies obviously have to moderate the tenor of their questions according to the witnesses before them. Examination should be used only to the extent that it assists in obtaining accurate information.

2. Methods of Assessing the Reliability of Evidence
   a. Corroboration

For international NGOs, corroboration is the most significant and commonly-used method for determining the reliability of human rights information. Faced with unreliable or politically motivated informants and frequently with circumstantial evidence, the NGO attempts to sift its information for common patterns and corroborative data deriving from independent sources. Usually working after the event and often at a great distance, the NGO

---

note 95, at 111-12; Kaufman, supra note 91, at 759-62. Questioning by the Russell Tribunal on Vietnam often stated the desired response. See Against the Crime of Silence, supra note 275, at 507, 511, 535.

446. Kaufman, supra note 91, at 759-60. In order to question the witnesses successfully, the fact-finding commission must know a great deal before examining the witness. Damaska, Presentation of Evidence and Factfinding Precision, 123 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1083, 1088-90 (1975). Nevertheless, the commission must be wary of any tendency to establish a premature theory of the case and thus to be more receptive to evidence which fits that theory. Id.


must put a puzzling set of isolated pieces of information into a coherent picture.

Sometimes a commission receives corroborative physical evidence such as bruises, scars, and other physical evidence of torture, although the passage of time often makes this type of evidence very difficult to acquire. On-site visitation can provide an opportunity to verify witnesses' descriptions of buildings and rooms. For example, the U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group on Chile was able to establish that the Villa Grimaldi had been used as a place of torture and detention after visiting a room whose blue tiled walls matched the walls in photos of prisoners published in three newspapers and in the description of the room given by a former prisoner.

b. Use of Direct Evidence

The European Commission on Human Rights decided in the Greek Case to impose a hearsay rule, not as a threshold requirement, but as a limitation on the evidence upon which final conclusions would be based. It confined itself to evidence which it considered direct in one of three ways: “1) that the witness has claimed to have been himself subjected to torture or ill-treatment; 2) that the witness has seen its actual infliction on another person; 3) or that the witness has seen marks or traces on another person that could be attributed to torture or ill-treatment.” Also, the Commission considered only those documents that were authenticated or uncontested. It did not consider statements by or about unidentified persons since it had no means of verifying the authenticity and veracity of such statements. These evidentiary limita-

450. See AI, Evidence of Torture: Studies by the Amnesty International Danish Medical Group 10-12, 20-26 (1977); AI, Report on Torture (2d ed. 1975); see, e.g., AI, Chile 58-59 (1974).

451. See authorities cited in note 450 supra.

452. The ICRC delegate who visited Bouboulinas Street prison in Athens was able to verify former detainees' testimony. See J. Becket, supra note 388, at 99-101.


454. See 2 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 15.

455. Id.

456. Id.

457. Id. Such limitations are also present in the Belgrade Rules. Fact-finding missions may require that evidence be submitted in writing and contain specific, verifiable statements of fact. Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 164, rule 11.
tions had a drastic effect on the European Commission’s report. The Commission was able to investigate only 30 of the 210 alleged cases, and found only 11 allegations conclusively proven. These 11 cases, however, proven beyond a reasonable doubt, provided a sufficient basis for a finding of a systematic pattern of torture and mistreatment by the Greek government. The respect accorded the report no doubt stems from its solid evidentiary basis.

Many NGO missions have applied this direct evidence standard in drawing their conclusions, without expressly adopting a direct evidence rule. For example, the ICJ report on Uganda limited its account of events in Uganda to “firsthand eye witness reports . . . corroborated by two or more sources considered to be reliable.” Every mission tries, whenever possible, to base its findings on direct evidence. Most NGOs do not, however, exclude all findings based on hearsay testimony, especially where the testimony is consistent with other evidence available to the mission. The advantage of a strict rule is clear—the facts can be stated with authority. But there are difficulties in applying the European Commission direct evidence rule to NGO missions. The sub-commission that investigated the Greek Case had four members and a large supporting staff. Evidence was presented to the sub-commission both by the complaining countries and by the Greek government. It had the financial resources to conduct 45 days of hearings and to publish a 1000-page report.
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458. 2 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 418, 421. Further investigation was needed in 17 other cases to establish conclusive proof, but the government refused to cooperate. Id. at 422.
459. Id. at 14, 421.
460. Id. at 418-19.
465. 1 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at vi; see AI, Report on Torture 94 (2d ed. 1975).
467. Id.; 1 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 2-5; see AI, Report on Torture 93
sons visiting a country for a few days often can gather much information about allegations of mistreatment, but cannot realistically be expected to acquire direct evidence concerning each charge.

In the absence of direct evidence, NGO missions rely on the number of allegations of torture and the similarity of alleged circumstances to establish a prima facie case of mistreatment. Where 50 complaints of mistreatment are received, and all describe similar types of torture at the same locations, there is a substantial likelihood that some form of torture is being conducted. Findings of fact based on such evidence have proven reliable in the past. Given experienced fact-finder, indirect evidence can be sifted to reveal a pattern of governmental misconduct.

The problem with the use of indirect evidence is not so much reliance thereon, but the failure to distinguish in fact-finding reports between findings based on direct evidence and inferences based on indirect evidence. NGOs should clearly indicate the basis for their conclusions.

c. Admissions Against Interest

Although governments generally attempt to protect their human rights images, they are occasionally compelled to admit some violations when confronted by substantial evidence of wrongdoing. For example, an NGO may announce that a particular government has detained several thousand political prisoners; the government may consequently admit to holding half that number. Because government statements in this context are usually issued only after careful deliberation and because the government is usually in the best position to know the truth, the NGO may appropriately accept the government's admission against interest as a fact or at least as a minimum figure for the number of prisoners held.

NGOs may also receive government statements that only par-
tially deny or indirectly admit human rights violations. NGOs usually and appropriately construe such limited admissions most strictly against the government.\textsuperscript{473} For example, a representative of the Argentinian Ministry of the Interior denied that his government used electric prods to torture prisoners but displayed a working familiarity with such instruments.\textsuperscript{474}

A more difficult issue is posed by a government’s silence in the face of accusations concerning human rights violations. A government may stand mute because it is guilty of human rights violations or because it may not want to lend any credence to the allegations and to the accusing NGO by repeating the accusations in the process of denying them.\textsuperscript{475} When presented with a well-documented report of human rights violations by one of the more prestigious NGOs in this field, a government should probably be expected to respond or should at least expect that its silence will be the subject of comment in later NGO reports. Indeed, under article 51 of the Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, an accused government is obliged to respond within a certain period or the alleged facts are taken as established.\textsuperscript{476} Perhaps NGOs cannot automatically take silence as an admission of guilt because governments do not have any legal obligation to respond. But the conduct of a government, including silence in the face of accusations, is a significant factor to be considered by NGOs in assessing the veracity of human rights information.

d. \textit{Witness Conduct}

The demeanor of a witness may indicate confidence or nervousness, from which a finder of fact may infer the veracity of state-


\textsuperscript{474} See \textit{AI Mission to Argentina}, supra note 68, at 53.

\textsuperscript{475} See, e.g., \textit{AI, Political Imprisonment in Spain} 31 (1973); \textit{AI Mission to Sri Lanka}, supra note 39, at 9; \textit{AI, Violations of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan} 14-15 (1979) (refusal to let an observer see an allegedly tortured prisoner taken as corroboration of torture charges). But see \textit{AI, Political Imprisonment in South Africa} 56, 76 (1978) (government officials deny absolutely that torture occurs or that it receives official sanction); \textit{Torture in Brazil}, supra note 27, at 1 (The Brazilian government’s only responses have been verbal attacks against AI).

ments made or merely that the individual has a certain disposition. The fact-finding reports of IGOs and NGOs do not usually make reference to the importance of a witness’s conduct in assessing reliability, even though on-site missions are motivated to some extent by a desire to see and hear witnesses.

The Hague rules contain a provision which forbids witnesses from reading their statements. Although this prohibition is not found in the U.N. or other rules, the Hague rules in this respect reflect a useful practice which would concentrate the limited time of an inquiry body on assessing the credibility of the witnesses. Written statements may be submitted, however, and used either to prepare for questioning the witnesses or for other purposes at a later time.

The U.N. Draft Model Rules, however, do exclude witnesses from the hearing room while others are testifying if the testifying witness so requests. The ICRC also follows this pattern, since ICRC visitors to prisons always interview detainees individually. Other NGOs might consider adopting a similar approach, especially where a mission is pressured by a government to accept the government’s “arrangements” for the taking of evidence.

e. Burden of Proof and Production of Evidence

The concepts of burden of proof and burden of production of evidence play a very significant role in assuring the reliability of factual findings by placing responsibility for the production of evidence on the party who either ought to possess the evidence or has the greatest interest in presenting it, and by establishing a bur-
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478. Sahm, supra note 477, at 581-82.
479. Hague Convention of 1907, supra note 76, art. 27; see W. Shore, supra note 14, at 120.
480. Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124 (Rule 23(c) merely states: “Each witness shall then be given an opportunity to make a statement.”).
481. Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 11-12, rule 22(d), (e).
482. ICRC Model Memorandum, supra note 379; Forsythe, Present Role of the Red Cross in Protection 36 (1975) (background paper No. 1 for the Joint Committee for the reappraisal of the Role of the Red Cross).
484. See C. McCormick, supra note 268, at § 337; D. Sandifer, supra note 415, at 123-24; 9 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2488 (3d ed. 1940).
den of persuasion for the proponent of a position. It may well be that an NGO, which is both the investigator and the decision-maker, bears the burden of producing all evidence necessary to support its findings. The accused government, however, has both an interest in the proceeding and is most able to locate and present relevant material. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights appears to place a burden of production upon governments under investigation. Similarly, if an NGO can at least establish a prima facie case that human rights violations have occurred, it may then insist that the government discharge a burden of presenting contradictory evidence. This "rule" probably best describes the working of public opinion when an NGO has reported that human rights have been violated and the government has failed to rebut the findings presented in the report.

There remains a question, however, as to the burden of proof that an NGO ought to bear in finding a prima facie case worthy of government response. The European Commission on Human Rights required proof beyond a reasonable doubt in the Greek Case, in which applications were brought by several other European countries against Greece. The European Commission does not, however, appear to use such a severe standard for individual applications, although the precise burden is not clear. The U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group on Chile also distinguished between particular cases that were proven beyond a reasonable doubt and other individual allegations or general patterns of government conduct on which information from reliable sources had been received.


487. For example, the ICRC uses a rule of thumb that where visible traces of torture are found, the burden of proof shifts to the detaining authority to prove that acts of torture did not take place. See Cohn, International Fact-Finding and the Rule of Law, 1977 Israel Y.B. on Human Rights 9, 18; ICRC and Torture, supra note 388, at 3.

488. 2 Council of Europe, supra note 223, pt. 1, at 14.

489. See notes 218-24 supra & accompanying text.


491. Id. at 98-99, 115, 227; cf. Cohn, supra note 304, at 47-48 (Reports of internationally accredited sources such as the International Red Cross and World Health Organization are given evidentiary weight but are not considered conclusive).
AI demanded proof beyond a reasonable doubt during its mission to Israel, but the AI report on its mission to Argentina reflects a variety of standards: "There was strong evidence . . .;" "Amnesty International believes that . . .;" "it is clear that . . .;" "it is apparent that . . .;" "There is evidence that . . .;" "Numerous well-substantiated accounts of maltreatment of prisoners during transfers have been documented by Amnesty International;" "There is no doubt that . . .;" "Summary executions of political prisoners have occurred . . .;" "The evidence . . . is overwhelming."

The disparity among these various measures of proof may be due to differences among mission members or may reflect only stylistic considerations. A mission may, indeed, discover evidence of varying weight and persuasiveness, but some consistency and care in the formulation of factual findings would appear appropriate in human rights reports. The reader of a report should be informed of the standard of proof employed by the fact-finder.

The degree of proof employed by an NGO may vary, depending upon the impact of the action that follows a fact-finding effort. For example, if an NGO proposes only to send a diplomatic letter of inquiry to a government, the NGO may merely need credible second-hand reports of human rights violations. If an NGO is publishing a major report, it ought to require more substantial evidence of wrongdoing. This distinction is quite similar to that drawn in common law countries between civil and criminal cases, in which different degrees of proof are used for proceedings of quite distinct consequences. In any case, it is not imperative that any single standard be used in NGO fact-finding, but it is important that the standard for significant conclusions be clearly defined and disclosed in NGO reports.

492. AI, Israel-Syria Report, supra note 292, at 31.
493. See AI Mission to Argentina, supra note 68, at 10.
494. Id. at 18, 36, 50.
495. Id. at 11, 19.
496. Id. at 13, 35, 39, 46.
497. Id. at 19, 29, 48.
498. Id. at 22.
499. Id. at 23.
500. Id. at 24.
501. Id. at 32.
E. Reports

Once the facts are found, NGOs face the question of how to treat such facts in their final reports. NGOs must consider what law is to be applied to the facts, whether recommendations ought to be made, and how dissenting views, if any, ought to be handled.

1. Applicable Law

There are several possible standards against which an NGO might judge a government's human rights practices. Those standards include the laws of the country, treaties to which the nation is a party, and other prevailing international norms.

Often fact-finders discover that the government is clearly not obeying even its own constitution, statutes, and judicial decisions. Occasionally, a mission will include an expert on the jurisprudence of the country visited, but most frequently NGOs lack the requisite expertise to ascertain difficult problems of domestic law. Some missions may, however, consult domestic legal experts.

NGO fact-finders also refer to treaties that have been signed or ratified by the nation under scrutiny. For example, in its study of the events in East Pakistan which led to the independence of Bangladesh, the ICJ noted that Pakistan had assured India in a 1950 treaty that it would guarantee equality to all citizens regardless of religious differences. The ICJ also referred to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and the Genocide Con-
vention,\textsuperscript{510} all of which Pakistan had ratified. Significantly, the ICJ referred first to the International Bill of Human Rights,\textsuperscript{511} even though Pakistan had ratified neither the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{512} nor the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.\textsuperscript{513} Most NGO human rights reports refer to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and/or the International Bill of Human Rights because they contain authoritative definitions of international human rights\textsuperscript{514} and because they are so well-known.\textsuperscript{515} Finally, the ICJ inquiry on Pakistan discussed the principles of customary international law found in the Nuremberg Charter.\textsuperscript{516}

\textsuperscript{509} East Pakistan, supra note 361, at 53-55. The ICJ referred generally to all of the Geneva conventions done on August 12, 1949 dealing with the laws of war.


\textsuperscript{513} See authorities cited in note 512 supra.


\textsuperscript{516} East Pakistan, supra note 361, at 58-60; see R. Woetzel, The Nuremberg Trials in International Law 233-34 (1962). See also P. Calvocoressi, Nuremberg: The Facts, the Law and the Consequences 132-34 (1948).

The International Commission of Jurists' report on East Pakistan may serve as a model for similar efforts to assess facts under domestic law, all the relevant human rights treaties, and under applicable customary international law. Obviously, other sources may be apposite in different countries and situations, but the approach of the ICJ is far more thorough than that of many other NGOs that have used only the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, or have even failed to include any references to applicable legal standards.

2. Recommendations

Under the Hague model of inquiry, commissions were strictly limited to finding facts and could not make recommendations. This limited role for inquiry commissions was intended to clarify the distinction between Hague fact-finders, on the one hand, and arbitral tribunals that make awards or political bodies that make political judgments, on the other. During the period from 1907 through 1940, the Hague approach slowly broke down as more inquiry commissions began to issue reports with recommendations to their parent bodies.

The Statute of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights calls for recommendations in addition to findings of fact, and each report of the Commission contains conclusions and recommendations. Ad Hoc fact-finding bodies of the United Nations generally make recommendations to the Commission on

518. See, e.g., AI, Chile (1974); AI, Indonesia (1977); AI, Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Spain (1975).
519. Hague Convention of 1907, supra note 76, art. 35. See also N. Bar-Yaacov, supra note 14, at 105.
520. See note 92 supra & accompanying text.
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Human Rights or the General Assembly, even when such action is not included in their terms of reference. For example, the terms of reference for the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chile only called for it to “inquire into the present situation of human rights in Chile” and “to report the results of its inquiries.” Despite this narrow mandate, the Working Group has recommended courses of action to the General Assembly in each one of its reports beginning with its interim report in 1975. In its 1978 report, the Working Group no longer confined itself to making recommendations to its constitutive body, but proceeded to make recommendations directly to the Chilean government.

The practice of NGOs is varied, but the separation of roles established in the Hague model is remarkably well observed. Some missions simply report their factual findings to their constituting organizations without making any recommendations. AI reports, however, always contain recommendations to the concerned country. These are not generally the recommendations of the inquiry mission, however, but of AI itself, based upon the factual findings of the mission. The reports do not indicate whether the mission

---


525. Id. at 55, 66. See also N. Bar-Yaacov, supra note 14, at 279-80.


527. Pax Romana Mission, supra note 372; Bizerta Report, supra note 59, at 11-16; see, e.g., Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 165, rule 23 (The final report of the mission is to contain findings, but the rule does not suggest inclusion of recommendations.).


The ICRC apparently follows the practice of making recommendations to the government after prison visits on such issues as the treatment of prisoners, judicial procedures applicable to prisoners, family visits, work and study in prison, physical exercise, medical care, and aid to the families of prisoners. See Comité International de la Croix-Rouge, Rapport de Synthèse Faisant Suite à la Deuxième Série de Visite des Délégués du Comité International de la Croix-Rouge à 2449 Détenue de Sécurité, Dont 165 Femmes, dans 17 Prisons Iraniennes (Feb. 22, 1978).

529. See House Hearings on International Protection of Human Rights, supra note 1 (statement of Frank C. Newman); see, e.g., AI, An Amnesty International Report including the findings of a mission to Pakistan 23 April-12 May 1976, at 7-10 (1977); AI Mission to
submitted recommendations along with its findings to AI.

Notwithstanding the practice of AI, some NGO fact-finding commissions do make recommendations in various forms. The British Guiana Commission of the ICJ made recommendations directly to the government of British Guiana pursuant to the commission's terms of reference.\(^{530}\) The Commission of Inquiry to Mexico did not make any recommendations to the International League for Human Rights and Pax Romana, but two members of the commission (with the approval of their sponsoring organizations) sent a letter to the Interior Minister of Mexico stating their findings and recommending that measures be taken to curtail the government's illegal practices.\(^{531}\)

The Report of the National Lawyers' Guild 1977 Middle East Delegation reflected all of these approaches. While the conclusion of the report was limited to a statement of the mission's factual findings,\(^{532}\) the delegation at one point in the report made a recommendation directly to the government.\(^{533}\) The foreword to the report contained the recommendation of the sponsoring organization.\(^{534}\) Along the same lines, the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee mission to El Salvador reported its factual findings in the conclusion of its report\(^ {535}\) followed by a section addressed to the world public, the U.S. government, and El Salvador in which were listed seven recommended improvements to foster observance of human rights in El Salvador.\(^ {536}\)

Of course, where inquiry bodies are self-constituted like the Russell Tribunal\(^ {537}\) or the International Commission of Inquiry in Chile,\(^ {538}\) the Commission itself makes recommendations either to the concerned countries,\(^ {539}\) "to the conscience of all people,"\(^ {540}\) or


\(^{531}\) Pax Romana Mission, supra note 372, at app. I.

\(^{532}\) National Lawyer's Guild, supra note 483, at 119-21.

\(^{533}\) Id. at 117.

\(^{534}\) Id. at vii-viii.

\(^{535}\) Human Rights in El Salvador, supra note 294, at 28-29.

\(^{536}\) Id. at 33-36.

\(^{537}\) See Against the Crime of Silence, supra note 275, at 14-16.

\(^{538}\) See International Commission of Enquiry into the Crimes of the Military Junta in Chile, One Year of the Rule of Terror in Chile (1974).

\(^{539}\) See Against the Crime of Silence, supra note 275, at 650-52 (recommendation to world opinion for the withdrawal of American troops from the Vietnam conflict).
to "the highest moral and spiritual authorities." In general, however, the prevailing NGO practice of separating fact-finding by inquiry missions from human rights campaign activity by the NGOs themselves reflects the specialized, impartial, fact-finding role of inquiry commissions originally envisioned by the Hague treaty and should be continued.

3. Minority Views

Minority opinions and reservations of individual members are apparently never found in NGO fact-finding reports. They are found frequently in opinions of the European Court on Human Rights and occasionally in Inter-American Commission and U.N. fact-finding reports. Rule 25(b) of the U.N. Draft Model Rules calls for every dissent or abstention to be recorded. Since many NGO missions consist of only two or three persons, it is not surprising that dissenting opinions are absent. Given the manner of selecting NGO mission members, it is not likely that sharp disagreement would arise. Nevertheless, working procedures for NGO missions should give members the option of not joining in the majority conclusions.

F. Dissemination of Reports

The major question concerning dissemination of fact-finding reports is whether reports should be submitted to the concerned government for comment or rebuttal before release to the public. There are two reasons for following this procedure. First, given the less than conclusive evidence upon which some findings are based, fairness requires that governments be given a chance to rebut the

540. Repression in Latin America, supra note 275, at 161.
541. Id.
544. See Bender, supra note 251, at 254 n.56.
545. Draft Model Rules of Procedure, supra note 124, at 13; Model Rules, supra note 125, at 7, rule 20(b); see W. Shore, supra note 14, at 117-18. While it is correct to provide for the reporting of dissenting views, as does rule 23 of the Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 165, such dissents are extraordinarily rare, if not nonexistent, in NGO fact-finding.
Second, failure of the government to rebut adverse conclusions helps support the report's findings. The 1970 U.N. Draft Model Rules did not expressly require that reports be submitted to the concerned government prior to publication, but such a procedure is implied in rule 26(c) in the statement that government comments, if any, are to be submitted with the report to the organ that created the fact-finding body. The authorizing organ would then decide on publication. Interestingly, the U.N. Model Rules, as they were finally adopted in 1974, provide in rule 20(c) that only after publication of the report may a concerned government submit its comments. Nevertheless, the Working Group on Chile did submit its information to the Chilean government for comment and included in its report the comments received in meetings and written communications. After the Working Group published its findings, the Chilean government also responded in writing.

NGOs regularly submit their findings to and/or solicit evidence from concerned States. Often, an agreement to submit findings and receive government comment is a precondition to permission for on-site visitation. The major problem with this procedure has been the refusal of governments to respond. For example, AI presented its report to the Prime Minister of Sri Lanka on May 8, 1975, with a promise that the report would remain confidential until AI had learned the government reaction. Eight months passed without any reply despite renewed requests, before the organiza-
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546. See Cohn, supra note 304, at 47.
547. See notes 471-76 supra & accompanying text.
549. Id. at 13, rule 26(d).
553. See, e.g., AI Mission to Sri Lanka, supra note 39, at 9.
554. See, e.g., AI, Political Imprisonment in the People's Republic of China ix-x (1978); Torture in Brazil, supra note 27, at 1; AI Mission to the Philippines, supra note 29, at 7-8. The Belgrade Rules usefully recommend that preliminary findings be submitted to the government concerned "giving it an opportunity, within a reasonable time, to present comments and/or rectify the matter investigated." Belgrade Rules, supra note 69, at 165, rule 22.
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The events surrounding the publication of the AI report on the Philippines demonstrate the problems involved in withholding publication of a report. On May 25, 1976, AI sent its report to the Philippine government and requested comment. During June, two news agency dispatches from Manila referred to the mission report and its contents. Without responding to AI's requests for comment, the Philippine consulate in San Francisco issued official statements in mid-July criticizing the conclusions of the unpublished report. AI finally published the full report on July 26. The Philippine government later issued a formal reply and AI published a second edition of the report including the government reply.

An NGO should never make a commitment to withhold publication of a report until it receives a government's comment. A time limit for response should be set at the time the report is submitted to the government, with the proviso that the full report will be published immediately upon any public release or public comment by the government.

Both intergovernmental and nongovernmental fact-finding bodies generally seek the broadest possible dissemination of their reports. Nevertheless, these human rights reports often receive only very summary press comment and become known to relatively few informed people. United Nations, OAS, and other intergovernmental reports covering human rights are usually lost in a

556. Id.
557. AI Mission to the Philippines, supra note 29, at 4-5. Since human rights situations often change rapidly and because atrocities can be perpetrated suddenly, an NGO can be most effective if it obtains fresh, first-hand information and uses it promptly in discussions with the government or for dissemination to the public. See, e.g., Disappeared Persons and Some International Emergency Measures to Cope with this Phenomenon, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/NGO/283 (1980).
558. AI Mission to the Philippines, supra note 29, at 7.
559. Id.
560. Id. at 8, 59.
562. AI Mission to the Philippines, supra note 29, at 65-84.
563. See notes 8-12, 27-30, 44, supra. See also Weissbrodt, International NGOs, supra note 1, at 304-10.
mass of documentation. These IGOs generally lack the facilities for making their human rights reports available to the general public, and usually distribute them only to depository libraries and to those individuals who make special requests.

NGOs are generally less prestigious and visible than IGOs and thus experience proportionately more difficulty in getting press comment on their human rights findings. Some NGOs, like the ICJ, have established excellent press contacts and frequently get more media coverage for their factual findings than do IGOs. Similarly, other organizations, like AI, have been able to develop campaign activities which reach its widely-scattered membership and which package its human rights reports in a way accessible to a broader group.665 Despite all the difficulties that IGOs and NGOs have in disseminating their reports, the target government and its opponents invariably seem to receive copies for use or redistribution within their ranks.

One prominent, albeit partial, exception to the general desire of NGO fact-finders for the broadest possible publicity for its reports is found in the practice of the International Committee of the Red Cross. The ICRC generally provides detailed findings of its missions only to host governments.666 In cases where governments misrepresent the findings, the ICRC reserves the right to release its results, but virtually never does so. The ICRC released a report in 1969 because the Greek government had misquoted ICRC delegates to the press and had published a part of their report.667 Simi-
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566. See J. Becket, supra note 388, at 98; D. Forsythe, supra note 20; ICRC and Torture, supra note 388, at 4; International Red Cross Quietly Aids Political Prisoners, Wash. Post, May 22, 1978, § A, at 14, col. 1. The general outline of an ICRC report is found in the ICRC Model Memorandum, supra note 379. This format appears to have been used in the visit to South African prisons. See Defense & Aid, Prisons, supra note 21, at 104-06. See, e.g., Agreement between the Government of the Kingdom of Greece and the International Committee of the Red Cross, in J. Becket, supra note 388, at 105-06.

567. Comité International des la Croix-Rouge, Rapport General sur les visites effectuees par les Délégués du Comité International de la Croix-Rouge Aux Detenus Politiques en Grece, Mai 1967-Mars 1968, in J. Becket, supra note 388, at 99-102; see id. at 97-106. Another ICRC report on Greece which found prima facie evidence of torture was leaked to the Council of Europe. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 79 n.29; ICRC and Torture, supra note 388, at 4. Similarly, the ICRC published a report on the status of civilian detainees in Israeli-occupied territories following an unsatisfactory response by Israel to ICRC requests and publication by Jordanian officials of part of the report. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 178.
larly, in 1980, the ICRC issued full accounts of visits to Iranian prisons after the new Iranian government released partial ICRC reports.568

In addition, the ICRC releases some of the most important information it collects from its inquiry missions (including the identity of the detention centers visited and the number of political prisoners held) in the International Review of the Red Cross,569 ICRC press releases, and in the monthly ICRC Bulletin.570 The ICRC rule of limited public dissemination probably helps its delegates obtain entry into more countries and more prisons than other organizations. The ICRC successfully relies for its results upon its great international prestige.572 Other organizations must, however, rely on public opinion to achieve the human rights improvements they generally seek.

A similar publication of favorable extracts by the Uruguayan government led to the termination of relations between ICRC and Uruguay. See International Association of Democratic Lawyers, Mission d’enquête en Argentine et en Uruguay, 10-20 Mai 1978, at 5 (1978). The partial publishing rule has sometimes been narrowly read by the ICRC to allow government publication of a single report rather than all relevant ICRC reports on the country. See D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 63; D. Forsythe, Present Role of the Red Cross in Protection 32 (1975).

568. See, e.g., Comité International des la Croix-Rouge, Rapport de Synthèse Faisant Suite à la Premier Série de Visite des Délégués du Comité International de la Croix-Rouge, à 3087 Detente de Securite dans 18 Prisons Iraniennes (June 1, 1977).


570. See, e.g., International Committee of the Red Cross, Annual Report 1978, at 44-45 (1979) (number of detainees in Argentina and Indonesia).

571. See, e.g., ICRC Bull., No. 41, June 6, 1973, at 2 (prisoners in Malaysia). The International Review of the Red Cross and the ICRC Bulletin regularly contain the number of detention centers and political prisoners visited in a country. For example, the figures were released on a number of detention centers and political prisoners detained in Thailand, the Philippines, and Iran. 18 Int'l Rev. Red Cross 294-96 (1978). "The ICRC does publish the bare outline of what it is doing through regular publications but it rarely publishes the substance of what its delegates have seen." D. Forsythe, supra note 20, at 63. One who has some understanding of a situation from other sources can piece together fragments of information from the ICRC's publication. Id. The ICRC's policy regarding press releases is best summed up in its response to the U.N. Ad Hoc Working Group on South African prisons: "Whilst there is no secrecy about this work of the Red Cross, neither is there any publicity." Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts Set Up Under Resolution 2 (XXII) of the Commission on Human Rights, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/850 at 36 (1967), quoted in Carey, U.N. Scrutiny, supra note 95, at 536.

572. See Comment, supra note 66, at 117.
IV. CONCLUSION: A SUGGESTED APPROACH TO NGO FACT-FINDING

Fact-finding is an essential part of the work of NGOs established to monitor and report on human rights violations throughout the world. Nevertheless, NGOs have traditionally failed to rely on any standard set of fact-finding procedures, even though the use of such procedures may enhance the respect accorded NGO findings and further the efforts of NGOs to secure cooperation from States and witnesses. NGOs should thus carefully consider the fact-finding models in use by both IGOs and other NGOs. The purpose of this article has been to describe such models, to recommend that NGOs adopt certain practices applicable to all fact-finding efforts, and to encourage NGOs to adopt whatever other procedures they find appropriate to their work.

Nevertheless, nothing herein should be construed as a proposed set of universal fact-finding procedures for use by all NGOs in all circumstances. On the contrary, it is the thesis of this article that efforts to impose uniform rules of procedure such as the Belgrade Rules are misguided and injurious to the mission of human rights NGOs. The fact-finding rules currently in existence reflect the experiences and objectives of IGOs and thus are inappropriate for wholesale adoption by NGOs. Most NGOs lack the resources available to IGOs and thus cannot be expected to perform the same fact-finding functions. Moreover, current rules were to some extent designed with the interests of governments in mind and thus may be insensitive to the special problems and needs of NGOs.

Notwithstanding the inadvisability of a uniform set of fact-finding rules for NGOs, there should be some way to encourage NGOs to conduct their fact-finding efforts in a fair and unbiased manner. A relatively non-restrictive way of doing this would be to require that NGOs disclose in their final reports certain information regarding the fact-finding methodology actually employed during the investigation of a human rights problem. If NGOs were required to reveal how they went about gathering the facts upon which their conclusions are based, they might be more inclined to adopt thorough and even-handed fact-finding policies and procedures. It would, of course, be impractical to require such disclosures in every letter, appeal or press release. Nevertheless, the report on any major inquiry should reflect the following: (1) the terms of reference of the fact-finding body, (2) the identity of the body’s members, (3) a description of the materials upon which the report is based, including the identity of witnesses to the extent that their
safety will not be jeopardized, (4) any statements by the government under investigation or attempts made to obtain such government statements, (5) a description of the circumstances surrounding any interviews that may have been conducted during the course of the investigation, such as the identity of the interviewer(s), whether governmental officials were present, whether an oath or affirmation was administered, whether careful questioning was possible, the duration of the interviews, whether the interviews were public or private, whether witnesses were harassed during interviews, and what provisions, if any, were made for the protection of witnesses, (6) an account of any on-site visits made, including a list of participants, a description of places inspected, an account of contacts with government officials, and a description of facilities provided to the mission by the government, (7) whether the fact-finding body chose to disregard any evidence during the preparation of its report, (8) an indication of the methods employed to ensure the reliability of evidence, including any efforts made to corroborate witnesses' statements, the use of direct evidence, etc., (9) a specification of the international and/or municipal legal norms applied to the facts, (10) a clear separation of factual findings from any recommendations the NGO may wish to make, and (11) a statement of what efforts, if any, were made or will be made to obtain a government response to the report, and an account of any such response already obtained.

It should be noted that the foregoing disclosure standards do not purport to regulate the manner in which NGOs engage in fact-finding. These suggested standards are intended merely to enable interested observers and the international community to assess the reliability of an NGO's human rights fact-finding. The standards reflect an awareness that the need for reliability and fairness must be balanced against an NGO's need for flexibility in investigating and responding to human rights problems throughout the world.